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 Part L Compliance

 Stylish Design

 Ultra Quiet

 Compact Size

 Energy Rated A++
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Renewable Heating Technology
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Skills shortage
a surprise? …
not really!

I

t is ironic and indeed somewhat
disheartening that, having
survived the recession, building
services is now faced with a
massive skills shortage that could
derail, or at least hinder, the
industry’s recovery.
Skills shortages are evident
across all industry segments and
are impacting on consultancy
ﬁrms, sales and marketing
departments, contracting and the
crafts/trades inputs.
Sadly, this scenario comes as
no great surprise. It was widely
predicted and talked about in
recent years yet no individuals,
or representative bodies, took
responsibility for it.
The few minor initiatives
currently underway are not of
any signiﬁcance in the grand
scheme of things. What’s needed
urgently is a cohesive, all-industry
approach. Question is, who will
step up and lead it?
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Industry supports ‘Better Life Cycle’
Industry representatives gathered last week to acknowledge their support of
the Better Life Cycle 2017. The charity cycle committee presented sponsors with a framed
jersey from the event which ran earlier this year.
The “Better Life Cycle” is an annual cycle event in aid of St Joseph’s Foundation,
Charleville, Co Cork, that is dedicated to improving the lives of people with disabilities. To
date the cycle has raised over F262,000.
Next year’s event will be the “Copper
Coast Tour 2018”. The cycle will start
and ﬁnish in Dungarvan with two route
options, 150km and 65km. See details
on Eventbrite.ie under “Better Life
Cycle 2018”.
Photo shows: Kevin Scully, Brian
Scully Services with Cathy Walsh, BLC
Committee, Noreen Piggot, BLC Treasurer,
Denis O’Connor, ACE Control Systems, Tom
O’Flynn, BLC Secretary, David Doherty,
Hospital Technical Systems, Richard
Sherlock, Mitsubishi Electric and John
Walsh, BLC Chairman.

Broderick buoyed
by outlook
Just twelve months on from
forming Broderick Consultancy
Services, Vincent Broderick has built
up a varied and mixed portfolio of
brands and clients involving product
supply and speciﬁcation, training,
sales and marketing and mentoring
services.
“I am very pleased with the level
of success we’ve enjoyed in such a
short space of time”, Vincent told
Building Services News, “and indeed
pleasantly surprised and heartened
by the level of engagement with, and
support from, the industry.”

Pumping/fan inverter
Mitsubishi Electric’s latest pump and fan inverter, the FR-F800, offers previously
unattainable performance in terms of energy saving, optimised speed control, simple start-up,
connectivity and the versatility of its features.
The FR-F800 is designed to be used predominantly with pumps and fans but is equally
suitable for compressors and HVAC applications. It features many innovative functions that
ensure accurate control, while also achieving energy efﬁciency ﬁgures of 98%.
Details on the FR-F800, and all the latest catalogues from Mitsubish Electric, can be
accessed via MyMitsubishi where all the latest updates are available on all of the company’s
“Family Catalogues”. These catalogues are so called as they list information on each product
within each product range, or each “family member” in each product family.
See Register with MyMitsubishi.
Christopher “Kit” Cuttle
is a renowned lighting
expert who recently
did a European tour
expounding the merits
of, and explaining, a
radical new approach
to lighting metrics that
is now gaining traction
within the sector. On the
Dublin legs he delivered
a lecture in DIT Kevin St
and he is pictured here
with some of those who
attended.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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Essentially, there are two strands
to Broderick Consultancy Services
– brand representation and sales,
marketing and training support. The
latter is quite diverse and essentially
entails tailored solutions to meet
individual client requirements.
When it comes to brand
representation ATAG Commercial is a
prime example. Vincent has secured
some signiﬁcant projects with the
ATAG XL Commercial boiler range
that delivers outputs from 65kW to
960kW. Available in three model types
– XL70, XL110 and XL140 – they can
be installed in-line, back-to-back, wallmounted or free-standing.
Looking to 2018, Vincent is
encouraged by the more optimistic
outlook and will unveil a number of
new support programmes and brand
partnerships as the year unfolds.
Contact: Vincent Broderick,
Broderick Consultancy Services.
Tel: 087 – 784 8425
email vincent@bcsconsultancy.ie
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A big step setting the
new heat pump standard

The new generation Daikin Altherma 3
High performance - The 3rd Generation of Daikin Altherma is taking
you beyond the imaginable with its performance: A+++ Seasonal
eﬃciency and operation range down to -25°C.
Easy to install - The ﬂoor standing unit only has a 60 cm² footprint
and you can choose for white or silver-grey colour.
Easy to control - Fully digital, the Daikin Altherma 3 can be controlled
from everywhere with an app or a home control system.
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Economy of gas-ﬁred
humidiﬁcation
The new Condair DL in-duct adiabatic humidiﬁer
offers the accurate humidity control normally only
available from steam humidiﬁers, but with the low-energy
performance and evaporative cooling beneﬁt of a cold
water system. It also incorporates many anti-microbial
features that make it one of the most hygienic humidiﬁers
available.

The Condair DL is a hybrid humidiﬁer that combines
spray and evaporative technologies to maximise moisture
absorption and provide humidity control at ±2%RH. A
water treatment system provides pure water to a grid of
nozzles located inside the duct. The nozzles spray towards
a ceramic droplet separator, which has the dual action
of preventing aerosols from travelling down the duct
and offering secondary evaporation through its porous
surface. This increases efﬁciency of the system with 95%
of the spray water evaporating during both processes.
The Condair DL offers both the control accuracy
of electric steam humidiﬁers and extremely hygienic
operation but without the high electrical energy costs. By
pre-heating the airstream prior to the Condair DL with
gas-ﬁred heating, the same volume of moisture can be
absorbed by the air as steam humidiﬁcation provides, but
at one third the energy cost due to the economy of gas.
If a building’s waste heat can be used for the pre-heating
process, the humidiﬁcation energy savings are even
greater.
As with all adiabatic humidiﬁers, the Condair DL also
offers the additional beneﬁt of evaporative cooling
during the warmer months. As 1kg of absorbed moisture
provides 0.68kW of evaporative cooling to the air, the
Condair DL can provide over 680kW of cooling per hour
from as little as 1kW of consumed electrical energy.
Contact: Damien Power, Condair Area Sales Manager
for Ireland. Tel: 091 – 507 120; 0044 7802 669819;
email: damien.power@condair.com
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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Fagan joins
Grundfos
Paul Fagan has been
appointed Sales Engineer,
Residential Building Services,
Grundfos Ireland. Paul has a
strong background selling to
the building industry and he
is also well known in
GAA circles.
His duties will cover
the full Grundfos range of
domestic and light commercial
products and will involve
dealing with the residential
market, contractors,
consultants, speciﬁers,
developers and merchants.
Contact: Tel: 01 – 408 9800;
Mobile: 087 – 915 7551;
email: pfagan@grundfos.com

Low NOx Riello
Riello has developed new RDB burners based on blue ﬂame
technology, designed to meet the most stringent standards for NOx
emissions in oil-ﬁred residential boilers. The new models include
RDB BG BLU, and RDB BX and BT Yellow/BLU as well as two-stage variants
on both model families.
Riello’s two-stage operation system with suitable controls allows a
signiﬁcant increase in the overall
efﬁciency of oil ﬁred heating
systems, along with reduced
electrical consumption,
making them the
perfect solution for
high efﬁciency
residential boilers.
RDB BG BLU two-stage
burners are suitable for use
with kerosene and gasoil, utilising
Riello’s new BG combustion head design for cleaner combustion. The
combination of two-stage operation and low NOx emissions makes them
ideal for condensing and combination oil boilers.
RDB BX BLU two-stage burners use a new BX combustion head to
guarantee low NOx emissions in compliance with the ErP Ecodesign
Directive. They are suitable for use with kerosene, using a specially
designed kerosene pump, and also incorporate an advanced headsetting system.
All Riello RDB burners can be used in a balanced ﬂue or conventional
ﬂue conﬁguration and are designed for ease of installation and servicing.
See www.rielloburners.co.uk
6
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RECRUITMENT

Humidifying Ireland
for over 30 years

World leading humidifiers

WE ARE
HIRING
AHU Sales Engineer
AHU sales engineer required
for our Dublin ofﬁce
covering the 32 counties.

Nationwide humidifier service team

Product training provided
but good knowledge of
AHUs required.

Specialist advice and system design

Send CV to austin@coreac.com
Dedicated humidifier spares department

Core Air Conditioning Ltd,
Unit A6 Centerpoint Business Park,
Oak Rd, Clondalkin, Co Dublin.
Tel: 01 – 409 8912

WWW.COREAC.COM
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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Contact us for free expert advice
Tel: +353 (0)91 507 120
Web: www.condair.ie

Humidification and
Evaporative Cooling
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DIT female engineering initiative CER name change to CRU
DIT has introduced a unique mentorship programme that
brings female engineering students together with professional
women mentors from Arup and Schneider Electric, two of the
largest multinational engineering companies with operations
in Ireland.

The goal is to provide female students with role models who
can offer guidance about career opportunities in engineering,
provide support and tools for navigating this male-dominated
industry, and entice and retain more women in the ﬁeld.
The structured mentorship programme, which goes by the
name of ESTeEM (Equality in Science and Technology by Engaged
Engineering Mentoring), sees each mentor paired with two/
three students for the duration of the year. The mentors will host
regular lunches for the students throughout the academic year,
while Arup plans to host additional events for the students at
its headquarters in Ringsend.

McGrattan & Kenny Q Mark Award
McGrattan & Kenny has won a National Q
Mark Award for Best Quality Management System for
Building Services Contractors at the National Q Mark
Awards. This puts them in the top 6.75% of all audits
completed by the EIQA on the island of Ireland.
“We are thrilled to win a Q Mark Award for the
second year in a row. This shows that quality systems
are woven into the fabric of our organisation and
is a great achievement as we enter our 50th year in
business”, said Eamon McGrattan, Managing Director.
Over 500 people, representing 135 companies,
attended the award ceremony in Dublin and
McGrattan & Kenny were one of only 26 awards’
recipients on the night.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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The Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) has changed
its name to the Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU) to
fully reﬂect its broadened remit
and mission to regulate energy,
energy safety and water in the
public interest.
The sectors the CRU regulates
underpin Irish economic
competitiveness, investment and
growth, while also contributing
to Ireland’s international
obligations to address
climate change.
The CRU will continue to
encourage engagement with
the energy market in terms of
competition, safety and consumer
rights. The ﬁrst step in this has seen the development of a new
consumer focused website, www.cru.ie, that will provide a more
comprehensive resource for energy and water customers, as
well as industry stakeholders.
CRU Chairperson Dr Paul McGowan said: “Since its creation
in 1999 the CRU has seen signiﬁcant changes in the sectors
we regulate and we have evolved to keep pace with these
developments. The driving principle for the CRU will continue
to be the consumer, and ensuring that the public interest is
protected across energy, energy safety and water.”
Minister Denis Naughten (above) said: “In view of the
Commission’s expanded portfolio, the Energy Act 2016 provided
for the change of name to the Commission for Regulation of
Utilities. I look forward to continuing to work closely with the
Commission for Regulation of Utilities in achieving our goal of a
low carbon energy future.”

The McGrattan & Kenny team proudly display the Q Mark Award at the
recent presentation ceremony.
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Great response to Hansen launch
Dublin-based manufacturer Sanbra Fyffe reports a great response to its recent launch of the internationally-acclaimed
range of products from Hansen, the New Zealand water solution specialists.
The range of over 1,000 products includes poly compression ﬁttings for
domestic plumbing, commercial and agri applications. In recent months the
Hansen Demo Unit has visited approximately 100 builders merchants and
agri-stores nationwide to showcase the extent and diversity of the range.
The unit is equipped with testing equipment so visitors can see ﬁrst-hand
the exceptional performing ﬂow rates of the Hansen Hi-Flo valves. These include
the Mini-Fast Flo, Fast-Flo, Super Flo and Max Flo, with ﬂow rates from 9 L/min
right up to 570 L/min, providing an option to suit any installation requirements.
Hansen products also received a great reception at the Ploughing
Championships in Screggan in September. Visitors to the Hansen stand were
impressed that ﬁttings up to and including 1¼” can be hand-tightened to 40 bar and are manufactured to withstand the
harshest weather conditions.
“Quality is paramount and Hansen products carry a lifetime guarantee. In addition, one ﬁtting can be used on all pipe
types, ultimately saving time and money for the end-user”, said Noel Conroy, Sanbra Fyffe’s Commercial Manager.
Contact: Sanbra Fyffe. Tel: 01 – 842 6255; sales@sanbra.ie or Tel: 071 - 913 3100 and sales@herron.ie

HAND TIGHT
TO

40 BAR

*FITTINGS UP TO 1¼”

METRIC

TOTAL
POLY-FITTING
SOLUTION

NG

TOTAL POLY-FITTING SOLUTION

FITS NG, HG
& MDPE
PIPE

HG

Fits NG, HG & MDPE Pipe

Distributed by
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E: sales@sanbra.ie
T: +353 (0)1 842 6255
www.sanbra.ie

E: sales@herron.ie
T: +353 (0)71 9133100
www.herron.ie
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RADIATORS - RADIANT PANELS - TRENCH HEATING
HEAT RECOVERY - FAN COILS

Google Headquarters, Dublin 4, Ireland
8LI-IEXMRKSPYXMSRƳ*RIVK]IǽGMIRXPS[-4LIEXMRKW]WXIQ
Beechmount, Homepark, Navan, Co Meath.
Call us on 046 – 902 9444 Email: sales@versatile.ie
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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STRADA

KNOCKONWOOD

BESPOKE MAXI

HEAT SOURCE: Boiler, heat pump
APPLICATION: Commerical and
public, residental,
TECHNOLOGY: DBE, Low h2o,
Oxygen

HEAT SOURCE: Boiler, heat pump,
distrct heating
APPLICATION: Commerical and
public, residental,
TECHNOLOGY: DBE, Low h2o,
Oxygen

HEAT SOURCE: Boiler, heat pump,
district heating
APPLICATION: Commerical and
public, healthcare, education
TECHNOLOGY: DBE, Low h2o,
Oxygen

ZEHNDER MULITCOLUMN

TRENCH

FREE STANDING

HEAT SOURCE: Heat pump, low
pressured systems, district heating
APPLICATION: Residential,
commercial
TECHNOLOGY: Traditional
tubular steel

HEAT SOURCE: Boiler,
APPLICATION: Commerical and
public, residental, education and
healthcare
TECHNOLOGY: DBE, Low h2o

HEAT SOURCE: Boiler
APPLICATION: Commerical and
public, residental, education
TECHNOLOGY: Low h2o, fan
assisted, decentralised ventilation,
heating and cooling

HEAT RECOVERY

RADIANT PANELS

8LIRI[(SQJS&MV6VERKISǺIVW
outstanding energy and noise
performance and smart technology
that helps improve the installation
TVSGIWWERHEGGYVEG]SRWMXI

HEAT SOURCE: Boiler, heat pump
APPLICATION:-IEPXLGEVISǽGIW
retail
TECHNOLOGY: Radiant heat for
IRIVK]IǽGMIRG]XLIVQEP
comfort, safe and hygienic

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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HEAT SOURCE: Boiler, heat pump
APPLICATION: Schools, logistics depots
and warehouse, gymnasium
TECHNOLOGY: Radiant heat for
IRIVK]IǽGMIRG]XLIVQEPGSQJSVX
safe and hygienic
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Grant Vortex awarded
Which? Best Buy 2017
Leading Irish heating technology
manufacturer Grant Engineering has been
awarded a Which? Best Buy 2017 accolade
for its entire range of 63 Grant Vortex
condensing oil-ﬁred boilers in its recentlypublished 2017 boiler review results.
Grant founder Stephen
Grant commented: “Receiving
this accolade from one of the UK’s
leading consumer organisations
is a fantastic achievement and is
certainly a testament to our range
of Vortex condensing oil boilers
which are not only efﬁcient, reliable
and convenient, but also user and
installer friendly. Furthermore, to be
the only manufacturer to receive this
recognition speaks volumes about
the high quality of our products and
our place at the forefront of the boiler

Stephen Grant, founder of Grant
Engineering.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1

Grant edit.indd 1

market in both Ireland and the UK.”
The Grant Vortex boiler range
offers variety and versatility with its
extensive assortment of models and
is designed to fully meet the needs
of both homeowners and installers
alike. With its impressive efﬁciency
ratings the Vortex range can help
homeowners reduce their annual fuel
bills. Meanwhile, the tailored range
gives installers the great ﬂexibility and
choice required to assist customers
with their home heating needs.
For almost 40 years Grant has been
spearheading innovative home heating
solutions across Ireland and the UK
with its dedication to produce highquality, efﬁcient and reliable heating
products. This is further reinforced with
the latest recognition from Which?
combined with the Energy and Utilities
Alliance statistics which announced
Grant oil boilers as the number one
selling model in 2016.
“For an Irish-owned company based
in Birr, Co Offaly – employing over
320 people and up to 80 people in the
UK – to achieve this award for home
heating appliances in one of Europe’s
largest markets gives great pride to
everyone involved in Grant”, added
Stephen Grant.
Visit www.grant.eu for further
information on the full range of boilers
from Grant. You can also follow Grant
on Facebook and Twitter @GrantIRL

Q

Beneﬁts of
Grant Vortex
• Each Grant Vortex boiler has an
‘A’ efﬁciency rating and is up to 97%
efﬁcient – one of the most efﬁcient
on the market;
• The entire range features the unique
and innovative award-winning Grant
Vortex heat exchanger;
• Grant Vortex boilers come with a
one-year manufacturer’s warranty
on the burner and a ﬁve-year
warranty on the boiler heat
exchangers;
• Each boiler is simple to install with
no complicated wiring;
• Grant Vortex Combi models ensure
instant hot water;
• The Grant Vortex boiler also comes
in a utility model – a smaller model
speciﬁcally designed to ﬁt in the
kitchen;
• All Grant Vortex boilers feature
whisper-quite operation and fullfront service access;
• All Grant Vortex boilers are fully
compliant with the ErP Directive.
12
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MYSON

www.«ÌÌiÀÌmyson.i

For renewable or conventional systems, new
build or renovations MYSON tick all the boxes
Whether you are planning a new build project, doing renovation work or adding an extension,
MYSON has the optimum heating solution for you.
Choose MYSON and you can be confident that you are using the highest quality products and
receiving the highest quality service available.

Panel Radiators

Design Radiators
& Towel Warmers

Fan Convectors

Electric Heating

Underfloor Heating

Valves & Controls

MORE...innovation.
The award winning ULOW-E2 from MYSON combines
the very latest in heating technology with the style of
a designer radiator.

ULTRA EFFICIENT

G

ULTRA STYLISH

G

ULTRA INTELLIGENT

heatingthroughinnovation.
For more information contact:

Technology

Potterton MYSONÊIreland Ltd. Tel:Ê+353 (0)Ê1 459 0870Ê Email:Êsales@potterton-myson.ieÊ
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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‘Inside Tech’
courtesy Baxi
Potterton Myson
For gas engineers, having reliable access to a team
of expert technical support staff is a must-have.
Whether it’s negotiating a tricky installation or
preventing issues further down the line, having oncall advice is vital. Here, Damien Delaney, Technical
Support Manager, Baxi Potterton Myson, gives the
inside track on technical support.
No matter what the industry,
technical support is a supremely important
resource for getting the job done. For gas
engineers, having this support in place is
arguably more important than any other
issue. While householders may contact
a boiler manufacturer in the event of
a problem, it’s highly likely that they
will also put in a call to the original gas
engineer. This means that it’s very often
down to Registered Gas Installers (RGIs)
to answer customers’ queries. Bearing
this in mind it is vital that manufacturers
offer knowledgeable and easily accessible
technical support to installers.
At Baxi Potterton Myson this necessity
is taken very seriously and so the company
has dedicated technical experts based at
its headquarters in Dublin, plus a team of
call-centre staff in the Baxi UK ofﬁce who
have been trained on the particularities
of the Irish market. For several days each
month training specialist for Ireland
Richard Green spends time with the team
in Dublin to share knowledge and gain
fresh insight which is then relayed back
to call-centre staff.
For instance, most boilers in Ireland
are installed on a “semi-sealed” system
rather than the sealed or conventional
heating systems commonly found in the
UK. Sealed systems in Ireland often have
an automatic ﬁlling valve which restores
system pressure when it drops below a
certain level. Although this can be useful
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1

Baxi edit.indd 1

for householders who are unsure of how
to re-pressurise their boiler, it makes it
difﬁcult for gas engineers to identify
whether there is a leak in the system
or not.
Baxi Potterton Myson also receives a
number of calls related to maintenance.
As there is currently no standardised
process in Ireland for annual servicing,

Damien Delaney

‘

No matter what the
industry, technical
support is a supremely
important resource for
getting the job done.

Damien Delaney with Lee Keogh, a
member of the Technical Support Team,
during a training session in the purposedesigned Training Centre at Baxi Potterton
Myson’s headquarters in Dublin.

opinions differ regarding what should
be included and, as a result, important
procedures can be overlooked.
For example, it is good practice to clean
electrodes/ionisation probes and measure
the charge in the expansion vessel and
re-charge or replace if necessary. Without
an adequate charge, the vessel cannot
enlarge to accommodate the expansion of
the heated water, meaning the water has
nowhere to go. If this occurs, the safety
valves are activated and the system loses
pressure, resulting in non-delivery
of heating or hot water.
Recognising this issue, Baxi Potterton
Myson developed a full training
programme for boiler servicing which
covers all aspects of best practice. As the
company has a fully equipped training
centre in Ireland, gas engineers do not
have to travel to the UK for training.
By providing comprehensive
technical support along with practical
and convenient training courses, Baxi
Potterton Myson helps gas installers
manage their customer relationships and
increase their levels of service.
Contact: Damien Delaney, Technical
Support Manager, Baxi Potterton Myson.
Tel: Tel: 01 – 459 0870;
email: damien.delaney@baxigroup.com.Q
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To specify the Optima, contact your specialist:
Pat O’Donnell on 086 0488 878
Damien Parker on 086 4126 546
Email: sales@merriott.ie
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‘Specify Merriott
Optima newest LST
radiator range’
Today’s radiator market demands highperforming, energy saving and low water
content products.
”It is against this background

that we developed the new Merriott
Optima LST range”, says Pat
O’Donnell, Merriott Sales Director,
Ireland. “The Optima perfectly
complements our family of LST
radiators and allows us to service a
wider array of environments where
safety and security are required”.
Optima is the outcome of a
pioneering partnership between QRL
Radiator Group (Merriott’s parent
company and leading manufacturer
of heating solutions in Ireland and
the UK), and Kampmann, one of the
leading manufacturers in the heating,
cooling and ventilation sector in
Germany and mainland Europe.
QRL and Kampmann collaborated
on 12 months of research and
development utilising QRL’s £150
million, fully-automated, one million
sq ft production facility in South
Wales, and Kampmann’s state-of-theart R&D facility in Germany, which
includes a certiﬁed EN442 Test Booth,
and a 125 sq m anechoic chamber.
The resulting Optima LST range
beneﬁts from the unique water ﬂow
characteristics of the Kampmann
emitter and the exceptional airﬂow
characteristics of the QRL LST casing.
This combination delivers the highestefﬁciency, low water content LST on
the market, with EN 442 outputs and
surface temperature certiﬁcation by
BSRIA in the UK.
Ideal for the education, healthcare
and residential care sectors, Optima
delivers warmth, safety and elegance
for end-users, and simplicity of
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installation for contractors. In
addition, it complements the overall
Merriott heating product range and
creates a synergy that consultants

Pat O’Donnell, Merriott Sales
Director, Ireland.

and contractors can utilise along with
the other speciﬁcation-type radiators
and radiant panels in the Merriott
portfolio.
Key features and beneﬁts
• High-output LST that conforms
to NHS DN4 which conforms to an
average of 43ºC;
• Manufactured and tested in
accordance with BS EN442;
• Four case styles providing ﬂoor
mounted and wall mounted
solutions;
• Three TRV conﬁgurations (internal/
external);
• Highly-efﬁcient, high-output ﬁn coil
Kampmann emitter.
• Anti-bacterial coating standard on
brackets and casing at no extra
cost;
• No joints in the casing for dust to
gather;
• Chamfered corners and scratchresistant cover;
• Strong single-piece proﬁled casing
in 1.6mm steel;
• Linear front with 3mm deep rib
detail for extra strength and
durability.
Contact: Pat O’Donnell,
Merriott Sales Director, Ireland.
Tel: 086 – 048 8878;
email: pat.odonnell@merriott.ie Q

The new LST Optima delivers
warmth, safety and elegance.
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HEAT LOSS

CALCULATIONS
AVAILABLE FOR THE

VORTEX AIR
& AERONA3

CONTACT
GRANT TECHNICAL TEAM

BUILDING OR
RETROFITTING?
Grant has it covered with
the new VortexAir Hybrid!
Combining the trusted attributes of the Grant Vortex
condensing oil-fired boiler with the green advantage of
an Aerona³ inverter driven air source heat pump (ASHP),
the new Grant VortexAir is the perfect home heating
solution for new builds or retrofits alike.
By using two heat sources to maximise system efficiency, the
VortexAir Hybrid offers an innovative solution to homeowners
when seeking a sustainable alternative to boiler replacements
with minimal disruption to the home. It also helps those building
a new home to meet Part L and renewable obligations as
required under building regulations in the Republic of Ireland.

BENEFITS OF THE
GRANT VORTEXAIR HYBRID
HYBRID OIL-FIRED BOILER WITH HEAT PUMP

THINK BOILERS.
THINK GRANT.
All Grant products are available
from plumbing and heating
merchants throughout Ireland.

✔ Designed by Grant
✔ Easy to install and maintain
✔ 16kW ASHP Aerona3 (with ErP rating A++) coupled to either
a unique 15-21kW or 21-26kW Vortex oil boiler (ErP rating A)
✔ Boiler works as a stand-alone unit and can be installed
internally or externally
✔ Heat pump always fitted externally
✔ Property always has back-up heating
✔ Offers householder a choice of fuels
✔ Meter ready, fully pre-plumbed and wired
✔ Option to manually switch between hybrid and oil
✔ Complies with Part L of the building regs
✔ Ideal for new-build and retrofit applications
✔ The air to water heat pump always gets priority
to ensure low running costs.
✔ A++ Aerona3 ASHP (6kW, 10kW and 16kW)
also available as a stand-alone unit

Heat loss calculations available for the Vortex Air and Aerona3
– contact the Grant Technical Team on 057 9126967
or email heatpump@grantengineering.ie
For further information visit www.grant.eu
Follow Grant online:
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i-LIFE2 Slim radiators
from Mitsubishi Electric
i-LIFE2 Slim is the new Climaveneta fan-assisted
radiator – with inverter technology for heating,
cooling and dehumidifying – now available in Ireland
from Mitsubishi Electric. This addition considerably
strengthens the scope of the heating options offered
by the company, especially as the i-LIFE2 Slim is ideal
for connecting to air source heat pump systems.
With a depth of only 13cm, this
streamlined, wall-mounted unit
gives advanced levels of comfort in
an elegant design, with satin-white,
wipe-clean, modern composite
surfaces. Its elegant design makes it
the perfect solution for residential
applications while it is also suitable
for retroﬁt.
In many cases the i-LIFE2 Slim
can replace existing radiators with
simple connection to pipework, while
radiators can be replaced individually
or together. Each cabinet just needs
in/out water supply from the heating
system and a single-phase electrical
connection. This can be wired in or
via a standard 3-pin plug.
The elegant satin-white, wallmounted cabinet is designed to

blend seamlessly into any setting,
with a linear and sleek casing
incorporating minimal lines and gentle
curves. An automatic opening and
closing system smartly manages the
airﬂow from the deﬂectors at the top
of the unit, helping ensure that heat
is distributed evenly and quickly
around the room.
At the heart of the i-LIFE2 Slim is
an advanced heat exchanger with an
extensive front surface. This ensures
high airﬂows across the heat
exchanger and a greater transfer of
heat from the hot water pipes to the
room. Each unit features advanced
ﬁnger-tip control so temperatures
can be moderated in separate rooms,
making it easier to match individual
needs. With a simple click, the desired

The Stylish i-LIFE2 Slim assisted radiator
blends harmoniously into almost any
interior with exact comfort control.
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level of comfort can be achieved in a
few minutes.
The i-LIFE2 Slim is packed with
advanced controls and functions
and incorporates the latest PID
logic, making it quick to respond
and ensuring that rooms comes up
to temperature quickly. Thanks to its
ultra-quiet variable speed fan motor,
it provides perfect comfort in any
room, quickly achieving the desired
temperature without any ﬂuctuation
in noise.
i-LIFE2 Slim is also available in
an inverter version with radiant
panel. The brushless motor allows a
perfect adaptation to thermal load,
without any temperature ﬂuctuations.
Tangential fans operate through
continuous air ﬂow modulation with
no speed steps or relay switching as
with traditional fan coil units. High
efﬁciency is guaranteed in any HVAC
installation setup, in combination with
any low temperature heat generator,
and particularly when partnered with a
Mitsubishi Electric Ecodan heat pump.
Features and beneﬁts
• DC motor with inverter technology
with continuous speed regulation,
to ensure the best performance with
a very low noise level;
• Elegant design and reduced depth
of only 13 cm, for installation in a
residential environment;
• Tangential fan with asymetric
blades that ensures the continuous
modulation of the airﬂow for better
comfort and real energy savings;
• Coil with large frontal area that
allows it reach high airﬂows with
very low pressure drop;
• Honeycomb polypropylene air ﬁlter
that can be regenerated by washing
or blowing;
• Elegant cover structure that
integrates the use of high-quality
plastic materials, with traditional
galvanised and epoxy powdercoated materials;
• Conﬁgured for 2-pipe systems.
Contact: David McConnell, Heating
Products Manager, Mitsubishi Electric
Ireland. Tel: 01 – 419 8800;
email: sales.info@meir.mee.com Q
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THE MAXIMUM OF
VERSATILITY
9 15 Year Warranty
9 Low Water Content
9 Faster Heat Up Time
9 Ideal For Low
Temperature Systems
9 Low Energy Consumption
9 Corrosion Resistant

www.hevac.ie
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Muirfield Drive
Naas Road
Dublin 12

Unit 1
Furry Park Industrial Estate
Dublin 9

South Ring West Business Park
Tramore Road
Cork

t 01 419 1919 | e info@hevac.ie

t 01 842 7037 | e info@hevac.ie
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Faral radiators come
with 15-year guarantee
When Faral introduced the Tropical radiator model
back in 1966 it revolutionised the domestic heating
market and, since then, Faral has continued to lead the
sector with innovative designs and standard-setting
products. Faral Alliance is the latest development in
this process. Made in Italy, it combines attractive design
with performance excellence, and is ideal for modern
heating system requirements.
Faral Alliance retains the focus
on Italian design but these aesthetics
are fashioned to complement any
interior décor style. A unique and
exclusive production process delivers
the perfect ﬁnish that results in a
synthesis of design, functionality
and performance. Aluminium and
technology combine to create
harmony and comfort with surfaces
that are tip-rounded, making for one
of the most aesthetically-appreciated
radiators on the market.
Apart from its aesthetic and
performance values, aluminium is
eco-friendly, hygienic and functional.

Scientiﬁc research conﬁrms the
beneﬁts of aluminium heating
radiators, endorsing the fundamental
strengths that have always been
at the core of Faral radiators. The
beneﬁts of aluminium radiators
include:
• Economical: It is economical not
only at the time of purchase but
also in operating costs thanks to
the high thermal efﬁciency and
ﬂexibility of use;
• Ecological: Aluminium is 100%
recyclable and substantially limits
the energy consumption with low
operating temperatures;
Faral Alliance retains the
focus on Italian design.
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• Hygienic: Low temperatures limit
the air convective motions and so
too the dust and dirt accumulation
on the walls;
• Easy installation: Installation is
simple while controlling the
various systems in the home is
also easy.
Faral radiators are manufactured
with the best alloy quality and
are fully compliant with current
European standards and regulations.
Energy saving
Recently, the operating
temperatures of heating systems
have decreased considerably,
thanks mainly to better construction
standards and more efﬁcient heat
generators. The increased use of
heat pumps and solar panels has
also been an important factor.
These inﬂuences mean that
heating systems now operate,
on average, at temperatures of
around 40ºC/50ºC.
This scenario makes aluminium
the ideal material for radiators as
it has no rival to its exceptional
characteristics of heat transfer.
Faral radiators optimise these
characteristics from the initial stages
of the design to maximise the
instant response in changes of the
ﬂuid temperature ﬂowing through
it. For these reasons aluminium is
referred to as the best choice to
reduce energy waste and to improve
environmental quality.
The thermal output of Faral
radiators is certiﬁed in accordance
with the Regulations EN 442-2 and
their sealing is guaranteed with
materials free of harmful compounds.
Faral Alliance radiators suit the
needs of every home, integrate easily
with home systems, and are practical
and easy to install.
Contact: Dave Grenville, Domestic
Heating & Plumbing Manager, Hevac.
Tel: 01 – 419 1919;
email: davegrenville@hevac.ie Q
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BTU GOLF NEWS

Newlands presents
stiff challenge
This year’s BTU President’s Day was held at the splendid Newlands Golf Club,
home club of BTU President Des Bindley who was on hand to welcome members and
guests as they arrived. It was a ﬁne Autumn day and, with the course in pristine condition,
it presented a stiff challenge for all participants. Sponsor was Lynch Interact with Stephen
Keating represented the company on the day.
Results were as follows:
Overall winner: Shaun Gillen, 36 Pts.
Class 1 Winner: M Mathews, 33pts; Second: J Lavelle, 31pts; Third: G Hutchinson, 28pts.
Class 2 Winner: G Tobin, 33pts; Second: J Littleﬁeld, 31pts; Third: L McDermot, 31pts.
Class 3 Winner: D Mooney, 30pts; Second: V Broderick, 27pts; Third: J White, 26pts.
Front 9: S Kiernan, 18pts; Back 9: M Kelly, 16pts; Visitor: B Sweeney, 31pts.
. n

Newlands – Paudie Gillen who accepted
the winner’s prize on behalf of Shaun Gillen
with Des Bindley, BTU President.

The Grange
lives up to
expectations
It is always a pleasure for the BTU
to play The Grange and this year was no
exception. The beautiful weather was
complemented by the excellent condition of
the course, and matched by the quality of
the locker room, facilities and food.
Given that this is a championship course,
Shaun Gillen’s score of 42pts was quite
extraordinary. Sponsor for the outing was
Versatile.

Newlands – Stephen Keating, sponsor of the BTU President’s Day with Mick
Matthews, Winner Class 1 and Des Bindley, BTU President.

The Grange – BTU Captain Dave Daly
with Vincent Broderick, Back 9 winner.

The Grange – Dave Daly, BTU Captain with overall winner Shaun Gillen.
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Results were as follows:
Overall winner: Shaun Gillen, 42 Pts.
Class 1 Winner: J Lavelle, 30pts;
Second: C Lennon, 29pts
Class 2 Winner: S Kiernan, 29pts (Back 9);
Second: M Bready, 29pts.
Class 3 Winner: D Daly, 34pts (Back 9 );
Second: J. Warnock, 34pts.
Front 9: P Gille 17pts;
Back 9: V Broderick, 19pts;
Visitor: S Higgins, 33pts.
21
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If you think pumps are expensive,
consider the cost of running them
Pumps are everywhere, and modern living would be impossible without them. In fact,
pumps consume 10% of all electricity produced globally.

To be
the best,
be with
the best

The electricity consumed by pumps amounts to more than you might think. Here is
an interesting fact: The purchase price accounts
The Grundfos
MAGNA3
for 5% of the pump life-cycle cost (LCC), which is
circulator pump
the total cost of buying and operating a pump
throughout its service life. Service and maintenance
account for 10% of the LCC. The remaining 85% of the
LCC is the energy costs for running the pump.
This is one reason why switching to energy-efﬁcient
Grundfos pumps makes sound business sense: With 85%
of the LCC spent on electricity, and with energy prices on
the rise, you can expect a quick return on investment.
Moreover, once the investment has been written off,
a reliable and energy-efﬁcient Grundfos pump will
keep providing operational savings year after year.
Our experience indicates that two thirds of all pumps
installed today are inefﬁcient and use 60% more energy
than energy-efﬁcient alternatives. Replacing such pumps can
lead to signiﬁcant savings.

Then there is the cost to the environment
There is also another good reason for switching to energy-efﬁcient Grundfos pumps. If all pumps worldwide
were replaced with modern, energy-efﬁcient pumps, we could reduce global electricity consumption for pumps
from 10% to 6%.
This 4% reduction
is equivalent to
the annual power
consumption of one
billion consumers.
This has tremendous
implications for
the environment,
as the reduction in
energy consumption
translates into
reduced energy
production and
consequently into
reduced carbon
emissions.
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Grundfos Energy Check and Pump Audit
How can we know that 85% of the pump LCC is spent on
electricity? Because, as with any mechanical process, it is possible
to measure pump efﬁciency. Grundfos has developed two tailormade tools for working out the electricity consumption of your
pumping installation: the Energy Check consultation and the
Pump Audit service.
Both tools are part of the Grundfos optimisation and consultancy
portfolio of service offerings that are designed to optimise your
pumping operations.
An Energy Check or a Pump Audit provides hard facts on the actual
performance of your current pumps, as well as ﬁgures showing the
potential beneﬁt of replacing them with energy-efﬁcient Grundfos
alternatives. This gives you a rock-solid foundation for making
sound business decisions that may considerably lower your LCC.
In fact, LCC reductions mean that it will often be possible to
achieve a very favourable return on investment.
Energy Check process and beneﬁts
An Energy Check is a FREE offering that gives you energy optimised
replacement options for old constant-speed pumps. A Grundfos
specialist visits your site and performs a non-intrusive pump survey
based on the available data about your system.
All variables are noted, and you get a comprehensive report with
estimations of the possible energy and ﬁnancial savings with new
energy efﬁcient pumps. The free Energy Check is also a useful way
of identifying candidates for the Grundfos Pump Audit process.
Beneﬁts include
• Exact overview of current pumping system costs and potential
savings on running costs;
• Improved environmental proﬁle of your facility;
• Compliance with design standards for energy-using products.

Pump Audit process and beneﬁts
A Pump Audit is used to identify potential savings in replacing an
existing pump set based on actual pump measurements. Using
an ultrasonic clamp-on ﬂow meter, pressure transducers, a power
meter and a data logger, a Grundfos specialist records performance
data and creates a load proﬁle for the pump.
You receive a report based on the load proﬁle comparing the
operating economies of the existing pump and a replacement
pump using specialised equipment and software. This report
enables you to make a well-informed replacement decision
ensuring maximum energy savings and system performance.
Beneﬁts include
• Accurate identiﬁcation of current pump operating efﬁciency;
• Considerable savings on running costs;
• Signiﬁcant reductions to installation carbon footprint.

Grundfos Energy Management Team
In 2012 Grundfos Ireland set up a specialist energy management team to promote energy awareness and
help our customers save energy. Liam Kavanagh and Stuart O’Kennedy, graduates from energy engineering in
GMIT and ITT, underwent extensive Grundfos training on pumps, systems, controls and energy management.
While energy efﬁcient pumps are an integral component in energy savings, we take a holistic view of
the system, optimising pump selection, control and operation of the system to maximise savings.
The unique and advanced functionality of the Grundfos Magna, E Pump and booster pump ranges
are fully utilised to drive energy consumption down.
To date we have assisted customers from all sectors including hospitals, educational facilities,
hotels and industrial manufacturing facilities to save millions of kW hours through pump system
optimisation. In many cases our solutions qualify for SEAI ACA, Triple E and EEOS schemes and
funding. Whether you are a consultant, contractor or FM company, the Grundfos Energy Check or
Pump Audit services can help you save energy for your customers.
Stuart O’Kennedy with Liam Kavanagh

To ﬁnd out more about these services contact our engineers at Tel: 01 – 408 9800;
email: lkavanagh@grundfos.com or sokennedy@grundfos.com

Grundfos Ireland Tel: 01 – 408 9800
email: info-ie@grundfos.com
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APPOINTMENT PROFILE

HEVAC LOOKS TO
THE FUTURE WITH
GARRETT WHITE
APPOINTMENT AS MD
Garrett White has been appointed
Managing Director of Hevac Ltd, one
of the longest-established suppliers to
the heating and mechanical services
industry in Ireland. With a board of
directors that represents over 130
years experience in the sector and a
portfolio of quality, market-leading
brands from all over the world, it is
recognised as one of the foremost
players in the industry.
Garrett has been with
Hevac for 20 years
and his career path has
very much mirrored
the development and
evolution of the
company over that
time. So, it is
appropriate that he
should now assume
the role of Managing
Director as Hevac
embarks on the next
next stage of its
development.

Changing industry
“Our industry is changing and it is important
that we move with it”, says Garrett. “The
challenge is to focus on getting that right,
based on an offer of value-for-money with
quality, reliable products and unrivalled
customer service. This includes everything
from on-time, in-full deliveries to in-house
technical design capabilities and after sales
service support. We have recently streamlined
pre-order and collection systems in an effort to
make engagement with our trade counter staff
more efﬁcient, while also focusing on continual
improvement of our comprehensive local and
nationwide delivery service from our two Dublinbased branches and one in Cork.
“We have a dynamic team here at Hevac,
and one that represents a wealth of
experience within the business. In addition,
we carry over 6,500 unique products in stock
with thousands more available to order.
Moreover, this ﬁgure rises to 11,000 given the
ready access we have to the ex-stock product
holdings of our sister companies Tubeco,
Origen and Polytherm. We truly are a one-stopshop for the heating, plumbing and mechanical
services industry.
“An added strength of the close working
relationship we enjoy with our sister companies
is that we can supply the most comprehensive
and efﬁcient district heating system combination
that includes boilers, CHP and HIUs, through to
underﬂoor heating and distribution pipework.
In recent years we have built on this capability
to include full ‘design and build’ packaged plant
room and ﬂue installation services, along with a
full AHU and ventilation product portfolio.
“This is delivered by Hevac’s dedicated
speciﬁcation design team of fully qualiﬁed and
experienced building services and mechanical
engineers which is led by Paul Devereux. Paul
and the team ensure that design assistance,
guidance and technical support are provided
to our customers.
Customer focus
“As we look to the future, we are squarely
focused on customer service. We truly appreciate
every order we receive and we operate on the
principle that customer satisfaction equals repeat
business and we welcome every opportunity to
prove ourselves in this regard”.. Q
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Aircon delivers perfect
data centre solution
Aircon Sales and Service of Belfast delivers air
conditioning design, supply, maintenance, installation
and service solutions across all market segments. “Quality
underpins our entire delivery model”, says Ian McFerran,
Aircon Managing Director, “with professionalism and
attention to detail the primary focus. Coupled with
competitive and cost-effective pricing, the overall package
we deliver sets us apart from other market players”.
Given this emphasis on quality,
Aircon only partners with brandleading product suppliers. Panasonic
is a prime example of this and over
the years Ian and Vincent Mahony
from Panasonic have worked closely
on securing and executing a broad
cross-section of commercial projects.
One of the most recent is the
Concentrix Call Centre in Belfast.
This was a very challenging project
but, by working closely together,
consultants Beattie Flannigan,
mechanical contractors Harvey
Group and Aircon Contracts’
Manager Stevie McGarry devised
and delivered the perfect solution.
The design brief was to provide

cooling to a new call centre located
on the old Maysﬁeld Leisure Centre
site in Belfast. Cooling was required
because of the shortage of electrical
power to the site.
The electrical power requirement
in the building was at a premium
because of the nature of Concentrix’s
business with an enormous power
load needed for lighting, computers,
servers etc.
This requirement was further
compounded by the high sensible
heat gains generated by the large
volumes of computers and lighting,
not to mention a staff complement
approaching 1500 people.
The solution the team devised was

Some of the Panasonic GHP units installed on the roof of the Concentrix building by
Aircon Sales and Service of Belfast.
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based on larger numbers of indoor
units of a lower capacity being used
due to the low ceiling heights, while
just under 1.2MW of Panasonic DX
gas ﬁred cooling was provided, using
somewhere between 20kW and
25kW of electrical input. Full details
of the equipment speciﬁed were:
• 155 Panasonic VRF cassette
indoor units to serve all call
centre and meeting room areas;
• 13 Panasonic gas heat pump
3-pipe VRF outdoor units serving
the indoors;
• Five Panasonic gas heat pump
2-pipe VRF outdoor units to
server AHU DX;
• Panasonic centralised and full
Modbus BMS control;
• 19 Panasonic split Hi Wall systems
to serve various small UPS and
comms rooms;
• Panasonic Air Off Control
employed to provide a very high
sensible heat ratio, 90%+;
• All indoor units were sized to
meet duty at medium speed.
The Concentrix was a very complex
and challenging project requiring a
sophisticated solution that was highperforming, cost-effective, energyefﬁcient and 100% reliable. Between
them the collective supplier, design
and contracting team came up with
the perfect answer and saw to its
seamless installation and subsequent
commissioning. Q
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RACGS season concludes in
Carlow on a high
The very successful RACGS programme for
2017 concluded on a high recently with a large
attendance participating in the Mitsubishi Electric
sponsored outing at Carlow Golf Club. This is
one of Ireland’s oldest and most respected golf
clubs and, as expected, it was in prime condition,
despite the onslaught of Hurricane Ophelia just
days before.
The spectacular setting was matched on the day
by Matt Butler’s equally spectacular winning score,
especially given that Carlow is a championship
course.
As it was the last outing the season the Daikin
Golfer of the Year was also announced with
John Ryan deservedly collecting the trophy from
Mitsubishi Electric’s Fergus Daly. Q

Fergus Daly of sponsor Mitsubishi Electric with John Ryan,
Daikin Golfer of the Year.

Fergus Daly of sponsor Mitsubishi Electric with Kevin Roden.

Fergus Daly of sponsor Mitsubishi Electric with Matt
Butler, overall winner.

Fergus Daly of sponsor Mitsubishi Electric with Johnny Lynam.
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Here
we grow
again …
This year marks a major watershed, on two fronts, for
Diamond Air Conditioning. On the one hand its market
penetration and excellent sales performance now conﬁrm it
as a major player in the commercial air conditioning and
heating sector. On the other, and perhaps more signiﬁcantly,
directors Michael Clancy and Graham McCann view this
strong position as but the beginning of a whole new
chapter for the company.
“There is no denying that we have come a long way in a
relatively short period of time”, says Michael, “and that we
have enjoyed considerable success, especially through our
partnership with Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI). However,
while obviously very pleased with our progress to date, our
focus is not retrospective but rather on the future.”
“As we approach 2018”, says Graham, “we’re thoroughly
prepared for the next phase in our development. We’ve just
taken possession of new, purpose-designed premises that
include ofﬁces and a fully-ﬁtted-out Training Centre. We’ve
implemented new management structures and operational
procedures, taken on additional staff, and have a large
portfolio of innovative MHI products that has just come on
stream (see Back Page). We’re very excited for 2018 and
beyond, and look forward to signiﬁcantly growing our
business in partnership with MHI and our installer/
dealer network.”

About Diamond Air Conditioning
Diamond Air Conditioning was appointed over three
years ago as the MHI distributor in Ireland for its extensive
portfolio of air conditioning and heating products. Principals
are Michael Clancy and Graham McCann who, between
them, have 30 years experience of working with the brand.

Jennifer O’Connor with Ali McCann, Jenny Clancy and Elaine Ryan.

The company provides nationwide coverage through a dealer
network of specialist installers who are fully au fait with the
MHI product range, and who regularly undergo training
programmes and seminars on new product introductions
delivered by Diamond Air Conditioning at its Training Centre.
Apart from the actual product ranges, Diamond Air
Conditioning also provides design assistance and technical
support. It works closely with the installer, consultant and
client on all projects to devise the best possible solution, and
to ensure that it is executed to deliver optimum performance,
energy savings, and full compliance with all regulatory
standards and requirements.

Annemarie Schaal, Sales Manager, MHI with Masayuki Fujinami, Managing
Director, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Air Conditioning Europe, and Graham
McCann and Michael Clancy, Directors, Diamond Air Conditioning.
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Apart from Michael and Graham, other team members and
support staff include Elaine Ryan, Jennifer Clancy, Jennifer
O’Connor and Alison McCann. Between them they handle all
calls, accounts management and logistics queries, and direct
themto the appropriate expert so that the matter is dealt
with in a speedy and efﬁcient manner.
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On-time Site Delivery
Logistics is a critical part of the service provided by Diamond Air
Conditioning and it has partnered with Diamond Shipping to ensure that
all orders are processed in a timely fashion to guarantee on-site delivery to
the required location and at the speciﬁed time.
Diamond Shipping is located close to Diamond Air Conditioning’s new
premises and provides a full turnkey logistics service. It houses
considerable stocks
across the entire MHI
brand and processes
all order fulﬁllment via
an automated system
that is managed and
controlled by Diamond
Air Conditioning.
Ex-stock availability is
assured as Diamond
Shipping carries 250
rolling pallets of MHI
products at any given
time. It also draws down
product, and collects it Diamond Shipping personnel Krystian Wedrychowicz, Joe
Finnegan, Director, James Goldrick and Gillian McCormack.
directly using its own
drivers and vehicles, from the MHI European logistics hub in Rotterdam.
When delivering to sites around Ireland all vehicles carry the Diamond
Air Conditioning livery, while the drivers wear high-vis vests featuring the
company’s logo. Deliveries are scheduled to suit the installation programme
of the project in question, with next-day delivery guaranteed on all orders
received before 12 noon on any given day.

MHI e-service
MHI e-service is an application that enables
users to make a quick search — by scanning
the unit’s QR code – when
trouble-shooting to
understand the
meaning of

codes that
may appear. It
also makes it easy
to rectify any problems,
or potential problems, that may be identiﬁed.
The application covers MHI’s split (RAC &
PAC), VRF, Q-ton and A2W ranges.

Easy Reckoner ‘Cheat Sheet’
While there is no denying we are in the
electronic age, a large number of installers
still look for a quick-reference printed
document detailing the core MHI range, and
all relevant information.
To satisfy this need Diamond Air Conditioning
has produced a sturdy, laminated, singlesheet print-out detailing model numbers
and related data such as capacity, decibel
levels, weight, etc. This has proved extremely
popular with engineers.

Q-Ton – an Industry First
At a time when there is increasing pressure on the
use of refrigerants with global warming potential,
MHI has developed the unique Q-ton air to water
heat pump that uses CO2 gas as a refrigerant. It
also features the world’s ﬁrst two-stage compressor,
combining rotary and scroll technology, and
delivers maximum efﬁciencies with minimal carbon
footprint.
Q-ton heat pumps can be conﬁgured as standalone units or with up to 16 units in tandem,
providing anything between 3,000lts to 100,000lts
of safe hot water daily. Whether single or multiple
units are used, the Q-ton system is controlled
from a single, simple control panel that can be
remotely installed for ease of access and operation.
It is suitable for a wide range of applications
requiring the supply of sanitary hot water and is
the perfect solution for new-build and retroﬁt
alike. It also facilitstes compliance with existing,
and anticipated, energy and carbon-related standards.

Diamond Air Conditioning Ltd,
C5 Bymac Centre, Northwest Business Park,
Blanchardstown, Dublin 15. Tel: 01 – 636 3131;
email:
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017 info@diamondair.ie; www.diamondair.ie
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Benchmark Innovations
Feature Across New Ranges
SRK ZS Range

RC-EX3 eco touch

SRK ZS is the new range of wall mounted units ranging from
2.5kW to 11.5kW. They offer improved seasonal efﬁciencies,
wireless remote with 7-day timer, ultra-low fan speed, night
set-back and silent modes.

SRC ZSX Hyper Range
The new SRC ZSX
Hyper range
features new
hyper condensers,
optimised
refrigerant control,
superior inverter
boards, twin
rotary compressors,
low-resistance
design of indoor
unit and COP of 5.20.

The RC-EX3 eco touch is a touch-screen controller providing
full function control and more than 90 function settings. The
data accessible includes refrigerant and air temperatures,
compressor speed, and various operational data. This is very
useful for service engineer

Draft Prevention Panel

SRK ZSX Hyper Range

These new wall mounted Hyper units range from 2kW to 6kW,
offer seasonal efﬁciencies with SEERs of 7.60 on some models,
silent operation mode, sound pressure down to 21dB(A) on
certain models and night set-back function.

The new FDT-VG
series of ceiling
cassettes feature
unique draft
prevention panels
that provide a
comfortable airﬂow
without any draft.
Whether cooling or heating a room, the remote control can
be used to instantly direct how airﬂow exits the unit and
suppress any warm or cool drafts. It is the perfect solution for
call centres and open-plan ofﬁces.

For full details contact:
Graham on 087 – 950 9402
or
Michael on 087 – 262 0701

www.diamondair.ie
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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SEAI Energy Awards highlight
F27 million + savings Community:
Energy Communities
Tipperary Co-Op
in energy costs
The Royal Hospital in Kilmainham was once again the prestigious venue for
the presentation of the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland’s annual Sustainable
Energy Awards. This is the 14th year of the Awards and the 2017 entrants to the
eight categories demonstrated savings of over F27 million.
Commenting on the Awards, Jim Gannon, Chief Executive of SEAI, said: “The
SEAI Sustainable Energy Awards are all about showcasing the excellent work that
is happening around the country as businesses, communities and public bodies
push the boundaries in energy efﬁciency and the switch to clean energy. This is
especially the case where climate change is at the forefront of the news agenda,
particularly as countries gather for climate talks at COP23 in Bonn right now. The
120 entrants to the Awards are playing their part and I commend the winners on
their outstanding achievements in saving energy.”
The Awards were devised to promote excellence in energy efﬁciency and
renewable energy throughout the island of Ireland and this year there were three
category sponsors – Enprova (Public Sector); ESB Smart Energy Services (Large
Business – Energy Management); and Gas Networks Ireland (Large Business –
Energy Project).
Details of the various category winners follow.

Energy Communities
Tipperary Co-operative CLG brings
12 communities in Tipperary together in
a co-operative to carry out deep retroﬁts
on homes. The aim of the project was
to save energy, save money, create
warm homes and generate jobs. Its
action has resulted in home owners
beneﬁtting from higher levels of comfort,
with F4 million generated in energy
cost savings to date.
The project brings together rural
communities with diverse backgrounds
and needs, and focuses on what can
actively be done to mitigate climate
change one step at a time. This approach
could easily be adopted by other rural
communities.

Small Business: M50 Concession
M50 Concession Ltd is a public/private partnership company that provides maintenance
on the M50 motorway, and employs 23 people. It has installed power controllers which
reduce the amount of energy used for lighting at set times of the night depending on trafﬁc
ﬂows. This is a viable affordable alternative and an example of what can be done quickly to
achieve signiﬁcant savings. When combined with LED upgrades, it could prove to be a real
game-changer in street lighting
efﬁciency. The project has
delivered 43% energy saving
equating to ﬁnancial savings
of just over F300,000 annually.
Julie O’Neill, Chairperson
SEAI with Sean Hollywood
and Borja Santamaria, M50
Concession, and Jim Gannon,
CEO, SEAI.
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Aileen Campion, Liam Lynch and Marcella
Maher Keogh, all of Energy Communities
Tipperary Co-Op, winners of the SEAI
Community Award.
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Quality System Solutions for
large domestic and commercial
boiler projects
C&F Quadrant is one of Ireland’s leading suppliers of
heating and plumbing products with a portfolio of marketleading brands catering for both commercial and domestic
applications. With ofﬁces in Dublin and Belfast, and a
network of regional representatives and merchant trading
partners, comprehensive all-Ireland coverage is assured.
C&F Quadant ofﬁce and warehouse
headquarters in Dublin

Brief details of all are as follows.
Included in the C&F
Quadrant portfolio is the
Coster range of energy control products that offers
solutions for the automation, control and management
of heating and air conditioning sites.
The Coster product mix covers:
• Automation of boilers and burners;
• Heating;
• Thermostatic mixing valves;
• Air conditioning;
• Gas safety/alarm systems;
• Valves/actuators;
• Controllers and instruments for various uses;
• Energy metering and allocation of charges.

Complementing and supporting the extensive product
portfolio is a team of highly-qualiﬁed, engineering-led,
personnel. Experience runs to the core of C&F Quadrant
with long service commonplace at all levels, from trade
counter personnel through to technical support, ﬁeld sales
engineers and back-up administration.

Flamefast gas sensors are suitable
for use with a wide range of
gases and applications. They
can be interfaced with a Flamefast GasGuard System
or Building Management System using its digital and
analogue outputs, as well as being able to connect into
much larger systems with a multi-channel controller.

This long-service feature is mirrored in the long-standing
trading relationships it enjoys with many of its suppliers,
some of which date back 20, 30 and even 40 years. Those
currently in the portfolio are ACV, Bosch, Coster, Flamefast,
Unical and Vaillant.

This high-speciﬁcation and cost-effective gas detection
solution offers complete
protection from gas leaks
and is ideally
suited for both
industrial and
commercial
applications.

Boilers from all brands represented are listed on the SEAI
Triple E Product Register and qualify for the Accelerated
Capital Allowance Scheme.

Dublin: +353 (1) 630 5757
Belfast: +44 (28) 90 36 55 55

Email: sales@cfquadrant.ie

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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Excellent products supplied and supported by C&F Quadrant
Prestige wall hung boilers from ACV comprise an extended range of four
models, in sizes 50kW, 75kW, 100kW and 120kW, and incorporating ACV’s
unique, self-cleaning stainless steel heat exchanger.
Prestige boilers can be installed in a cascade from two to eight units with
a maximum combined output of 920kW. A cascade installation greatly
improves the system efﬁciency and fuel usage, resulting in reduced
running costs and lower emissions. There is also an integrated non-return ﬂue valve to
make ﬂuing options easier.
Installation and maintenance is simple as all parts are serviceable from the front of the unit, while the ACVMAX® system
control also has an easy menu structure.

Bosch has specialised in commercial and industrial
boiler construction for 150 years, using innovation,
quality and performance efﬁciencies to establish
industry benchmarks others have sought to emulate. Bosch commercial boilers have a very
strong presence in Ireland, thanks largely to its long-standing partnership with C&F Quadrant,
who have been distributing and supporting the brand for 40 years.
Today’s Bosch portfolio includes energy-efﬁcient cast iron boilers, and stainless steel and
condensing boilers for commercial heating solutions. A typical example is the Buderus GE range which can achieve up to
92% NCV with low-ﬂue gas temperatures and effective all-round thermal insulation. Easy to install and maintain, the cast
iron boiler sections can be transported and supplied separately for assembly in the plant room.

The Unical rModulex EXT enbloc
modulating boiler has ﬂexibility as its key
advantage and comprises 12 gas condensing
models with outputs from 100kW to 900kW. With
a cascade installation, the boiler output capacity can be widened to over the 900kW range.
Modulex EXT delivers a certiﬁed efﬁciency up to 109% at the minimum modulated capacity.
Seasonal efﬁciency is +30% when compared with conventional boilers, while the inimitable
modulation ratio is up to 1:40. There is also a modulating pump directly managed by the boiler to ensure the maximum
condensation at all regimes.
These levels of output are matched by simple installation. Not only is outdoor installation possible with a protection degree
of IPX5D, but the compact and light construction makes it easier to manoeuvre.

Lightweight for its class and with a
compact design, the Vaillant ecoTEC
wall hung boiler can be sited almost
anywhere. This versatile condensing
boiler includes a comprehensive range of ﬂues, ﬁttings and accessories, and is
available in ﬁve output ranges – 46kW, 65kW, 80kW, 100kW and 120kW. It is
fully compatible with Vaillant’s range of intelligent eBUS controls and has ﬂue
lengths up to 24m concentric.

www.cfquadrant.ie
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Large Business Management Programme:
Dairygold

Large Business Project:
Astellas, Kerry Plant

Dairygold’s energy management programme is founded on the international energy
management standard ISO50001 and it has received certiﬁcation for two processing sites
in Mitchelstown. The standard is extensively utilised to drive the ongoing development of
the energy management programme and to identify energy saving-projects for investment.
To date Diarygold has implemented numerous projects, including the largest biogas boiler
installation in Europe. Most of the
projects carried out were relatively
low-cost while delivering a quick
payback. Annual energy savings
of 7.67GW and F300,000 in cost
savings have been achieved
to date.

Astellas Ireland is a pharmaceutical company
that manufactures a range of health treatments
which are distributed globally from Kerry. Astellas
has applied the Energy Efﬁcient Design Standard
IS399 approach, which considers potential
opportunities to maximise energy saving beneﬁts
from the start of
new investment
projects. This
minimises energy
consumption
through the project
lifecycle. It has
applied the
standard to three
projects to date – a canteen expansion, a
compressed air upgrade and a chiller plant
upgrade. Collectively, these projects have
delivered annual energy savings of 1.7GWh and
F135,000 cost savings. A further six projects are
currently underway.

Julie O’Neill, Chairperson SEAI with
John Walsh, ESB; Gabriel Kelly and
Daire McKeirnan, both of Dairygold.

Public Sector: National Ambulance Service
The HSE’s National Ambulance Service has undertaken a Green Technology Initiative
in its ﬂeet of emergency ambulances. It has reduced fuel use and emissions through driver
behaviour changes, an eco-anti-idle
system and built-in solar PV systems
which fully charge the vehicles’
equipment while parked up on call. To
date, savings of over F750,000 have
been achieved.
Paddy Sweeney, Enprova with Julie
O’Neill, Chairperson SEAI, Pat Grant,
Nicola Lawlor and Martin Dunne,
National Ambulance Service.

Research: Exergyn
Exergyn research is based on developing an engine to convert hot water to power. It
is expected to be the only zero emission generator that can deliver reliable low-cost power
whenever it is needed and could solve many of the
world’s energy problems. Exergyn had to design a
test apparatus to test the endurance of the engine
material to prove the fatigue-life of components as
well as the engine itself. A full-scale trial engine is
almost ready for testing.
Georgiana Tirca and Alan Healy, Exergyn with Jim
Gannon, CEO, SEAI.

Energy Team of the Year: WIT

WIT is the ﬁrst Institute of Technology to achieve the international energy management
standard ISO 50001. This supports organisations in all sectors to use energy more
efﬁciently through the development of an energy management
system. WIT has exceeded its public sector 33% energy saving target,
having achieved over 36% to date, and has made cost savings of over
F300,000. A team of WIT staff and students working together have
driven the project and they continue to enable staff and students to
bring energy to the agenda of everyday life at WIT, as well as in
their homes.
Elaine Greenan and Elaine Sheridan, WIT.
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Photo shows Fran McFadden, Gas Networks
Ireland, with Colm Timmons and Tim Moroney,
Astellas.

Design:
Durkan Residential
Durkan is a Dublin-based private housing
developer who has focused on developing costeffective methods for building energyefﬁcient houses.
It has built the
largest certiﬁed
Passive House
development in
Ireland at its site
in Citywest. Each
house takes only
12 weeks to build
and is extremely
cost-effective to
run. The 58
houses meet
Ireland’s 2020
Near Zero Energy
Buildings (nZEB)
targets for
performance and surpass the proposed Building
Regulation standards for energy efﬁciency and
renewable energy.
Julie O’Neill, Chairperson SEAI with Barry and
Kevin Durkan, Durkan Residential.
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BOSS X-POT …
the next step
in evolution
Renewing an existing and inefﬁcient boiler
plant by upgrading the boilers, pumps and
other ancillary items will inevitably increase
energy efﬁciency, lower running costs, cut
maintenance expenditure and generally
improve performance of the system. However,
including the BOSS™ X-POT side stream ﬁlter
and dosing unit within the system delivers
even greater efﬁciencies
Recipient of the H&V News, Commercial Building Services
Product of the Year 2015, the BOSS™ X-POT helps in cleaning
up the existing pipework, radiators and fan coil units, and
offers an extensive array of beneﬁts that include removal of
air and system microbubbles, which reduces oxygen levels
within the system water.
It also captures and removes magnetic and non-magnetic
suspended solids down to an industry best 0.5micron
via the twin ﬁltration of magnetic grate and the nonmagnetic cartridge ﬁlter (BSRIA BG29/2012 Guideline
is 5 micron). Furthermore, the BOSS™ X-POT can be used
as a dosing pot to simply add water treatment chemicals
to the system.
The BOSS™ X-POT range caters for <4Bar right up to
25Bar maximum working pressures, so there is a model
for all system sizes and pressure ranges. The BOSS™ X-POT
performance far exceeds standard plant items such as dirt
and air separators, dosing pots and magnetic ﬁlters, which
are limited to removing system debris down to 30 microns.
Furthermore, the value added engineering cost savings of
the BOSS™ X-POT are circa 50ºC over and above the standard
items on this project.

BOSS™ X-POT delivers full side stream ﬁltration, and all in a
dosing pot.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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The Boss X-POT
compact side
stream ﬁlter.

When the new boiler room in a refurbishment project
begins to take shape, the BOSS™ X-POT is installed across the
main system pumps. It simply works by using the differential
pressure of the system pump to push a small percentage of
dirty system water, in line with BSRIA Guidelines, into the
unit through the twin ﬁltration chamber. The cleaned system
water is then returned into the negative side of the same
pump. It’s simple and very effective.
Once the new boiler plant is commissioned, the system is
turned on to connect to the whole building. Inhibitor can be
added via the BOSS™ X-POT to give extra protection against
further corrosion and to inhibit any formation of scale on
any existing plate heat exchangers.
The ideal inhibitor is the super concentrated BOSS™ X-POT
commercial inhibitor. It not only protects systems up to 90°C,
but is also BuildCert Approved, sanctioned by many boiler
manufacturers, and has been specially formulated with
inbuilt polymers to slowly lift settled corrosion debris in
low ﬂow areas and transport them back to be captured by
the BOSS™ X-POT. The combination of these give increased
performance and energy efﬁciency to heat emitters.
Contact:
BSS Group (Ireland). www.bssireland.ie
Tel: 01 – 416 5100; email: 1930.sales@bssgroup.com Q
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Daikin Home Energy
Innovators Forum
proves huge success
Cliff at Lyons was the prestigious venue for a unique
initiative called Home Energy Innovators Forum
organised by Daikin Ireland early in November.
The occasion comprised a day-long programme of
networking, presentations, workshops and interactive
modules designed to embrace the collective views of
invited delegates made up of architects, consultants,
local authority representatives and installers. Hosts
on the day were John O’Shaughnessy, Calin Tasnadi,
Shane McCarthy and Ian Killoch.
Formal presentations were
brief and focussed, the content and
delivery style designed to educate,
and to stimulate thought, ideas and

discussion. They were also quite
diverse and covered everything from
nZEB through to innovative product
development, new refrigerant gases

Calin Tasnadi, Dakin Ireland with Hervé Pierret, Daikin Europe, Michael Hanratty, IHER
Services and Ian Killoch, Daikin Ireland.

Shane McCarthy, Daikin Ireland with Graham Wright, Daikin UK, John
O’Shaughnessy, Daikin Ireland and Daniel Berberich, Daikin Europe.
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and related legislation, and heat
pump and boiler evolution.
The common theme throughout the
day was Design Thinking, and Daikin
had engaged a team of professionals
in this ﬁeld to coordinate the
proceedings. While Design Thinking
is now a very sophisticated concept
that is being applied more and more
across all business sectors, this was
a ﬁrst for a building services-related
event in Ireland. Rather than dwell
on the academic explanation of what
Design Thinking entails, sufﬁce to
say that the embodiment of what it
means is in the name … it literally
does do – and did at this event –
what it says on the tin.
From when delegates arrived they
were encouraged to engage in a
simple but very effective process that
involved putting thoughts and ideas
on post-its. These were then collected
and collated and used to further
stimulate and engage the delegates
over the coffee breaks, the lunch, and
ﬁnally for the ﬁnal workshop session.
Here delegates divided into teams
of ﬁve and “brain-stormed’ to come
up with ideas, concepts and initiatives
that could be rolled out to the
public at large to explain the social,
health, energy and lifestyle beneﬁts
of the products and systems now
being introduced by the industry.
On completion of this exercise a
representative from each team had
to present their idea to everyone
present. Delegates then voted to
select the best idea with the winning
team securing a stay at Cliff at Lyons.
The whole concept worked
extremely well with delegates
seamlessly engaging and participating
in the process, and with some
excellent results. Even more beneﬁcial
is that, while the day itself came
to a conclusion, Daikin regards it
merely as the start of a process. The
ﬁndings and suggestions from the
day are currently being collated and
evaluated, and they will shortly be
shared online and through similar
functions that will see the Daikinled Home Energy Innovators Forum
concept develop and grow. Q
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Xylem’s Watermark and
Waterdrop schemes bring
life-saving water
In rich developed countries like Ireland access to
clean running water is something that we take for
granted. This isn’t the case everywhere. In fact,
one person in nine worldwide lacks access to safe
drinking water. The consequences of this can be
fatal, with around 50ºC of hospital beds worldwide
currently occupied by people suffering from waterbased diseases.
Diseases such as cholera, for
example, aren’t a thing of the
past. For millions around the world
cholera is a disease that is still
prevalent and capable of killing in
a matter of days. The World Health
Organisation estimates that up to
143,000 deaths are caused every year
by this bacterial infection.
It’s the 21st century and no-one
should die from ingesting or washing
with contaminated water. Yet so
many people still have inadequate

access to safe water and sanitation
facilities. What’s more, as large
sections of the population are
displaced by severe conﬂicts, such as
those happening in Syria and Burma
right now, illness and death from
water-based diseases are likely to
increase.
It is against this background
that Xylem founded Watermark,
a programme dedicated solely to
providing safe water resources for
communities in need around the
Community members
enjoying the fruits of a Xylem
Waterdrop project.
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world. Using Xylem’s expertise in
solving water-related challenges,
the company has already helped
thousands of people and educated
thousands more. Projects have
ranged from providing water access
to schools and communities in
remote areas, to emergency response
efforts during natural disasters.
Xylem concurrently introduced
Waterdrop, a scheme designed
to involve customers in the work
being carried out to support people
in need around the world. As a
member of the Waterdrop scheme,
customers collect points, or “drops”,
by learning about, selecting or
specifying Xylem’s products or
services for commercial building
services applications.
For every drop collected, Xylem
donates 1US Dollar towards the
construction of water towers for
communities. Each drop also enters
customers into a draw. The prize?
To become part of the volunteer
team that builds and installs these
towers at various locations around
the world.
Xylem’s ﬁrst trip saw 14 volunteers
travel to the Philippines to build two
water towers for 2,000 children and
their families. Each tower delivers
10,000 litres of drinking water a day.
Since Waterdrop was launched,
the business has collected enough
“drops” to fund 28 million litres
of clean water, and provided 5,000
people with access to potable
drinking water. Xylem urges all of
its customers to join the Waterdrop
loyalty scheme and start making a
difference to lives around the world.
Signing up is simple … log on to
www.xylemwaterdrop.com for
full details.
Contact: Kevin Devine,
Business Development Manager,
Xylem Water Solutiuons Ireland.
Tel: 01 - 452 4444;
Mobile: 087 – 757 7411;
email: kevin.devine@xyleminc.com
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Campion Pumps
opens Dublin Outlet
Campion Pumps is a 100%
Irish-owned company that
has seen considerable
year-on-year growth since
it was established in 1988.
It supplies, installs, services
and maintains a full
range of water and waste
water pumping stations
nationwide to a customer
base spread across the
industrial, commercial and
domestic markets, as well
as local authorities and
group water schemes.

Right: Lisa-Jane Mears, Hanley Pepper
with Alan Campion and Padraic Keating,
Hanley Pepper.
Below: PJ Ryan, Campion Pumps with
John Quigley, Xylem Area Sales Manager,
Martin Campion, Campion Pumps, Eric Le
Guern, Xylem Regional Director Western
Europe, Duncan Lewis, Xylem, Managing
Director, UK & Ireland, Alan Campion,
Campion Pumps and Austin Kennedy,
Xylem, Head of Sales & Operations, Ire/NI.

The Campion Pumps’

headquarters is located in
Gortnahoe, just off the M8, a central
location that allows it reach most
areas throughout the country in
under two hours. However, to
better serve the growing volumes
of business in the greater Dublin
region, it recently opened a purpose
designed ofﬁce, workshop and
warehouse complex at Unit 56,
Broomhill Drive, Tallaght, Dublin 24.
There was a very large turnout
for the ofﬁcial opening with
a mix of installers, speciﬁers,
housebuilders, industry personnel
and representatives from its supply
partners attending on the day. It
was a celebratory occasion but
with the added value of a whole
programme of CPD seminars.
Customer ﬂow-through is already
quite signiﬁcant and this new Dublin
outlet will see Campion Pumps
consolidate and grow its market
presence into the future.Q
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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Above: Martin Campion
with son Michéal, wife
Catherine, and Duncan
Lewis, Xylem Water
Solutions, Managing
Director, UK & Ireland
having performed the
ofﬁcial opening of the
new premises.
Right: Colm Caffrey, Cairn
Homes with PJ Ryan,
Campion Pumps and Donal
Stenson, Cairn Homes.
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BUILDING AUTOMATION
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
SENSOR TECHNOLOGY

Smart control with

b@home

FREE
APPS

Intelligent remote
control for heating and
cooling systems

Smart control for smart people
With the b@home system by alre, it is possible to control
and monitor your heating and cooling systems at any
time and from any location. Regardless if you’re
using your smartphone/tablet app or standard
browser – the intuitively straightforward operation
permits individual or central regulation of rooms.
It’s also very easy to operate the b@home system with a
remote control – if you are not at home either externally
via the internet or locally via your home network.
These control options that you can choose according
to your requirements not only offer the highest level
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
of comfort, but also improve energy consumption.
Manotherm DPS December 2017.indd 2

The b@home gate is the key component of the b@home
system and serves as an interface between the alre wireless
system and the WLAN/LAN router. It is possible to upgrade
exisiting alre wireless systems. The optional b@home control
unit provides central access to all channels and heating/
cooling zones. It can be used as a central or room control
unit and is compatible with all common switch programs.
Easy-to-follow instructions provide for simple
installation and quick setup of the b@home system.
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Intelligent solutions
for intelligent buildings
Gate
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Radiator

electrical heating

electrical heating

4

5

Infrared heating

6

Cooling ceiling

mobile Radiator

All options and advantages at a glance
Q Programme and control any heating and/
or cooling system from any location.

Q Can be used on all platforms – Windows,
Android and iOS.

Q Up to 32 rooms or hot/cold zones.

Q Works ofﬂine with no loss of functionality.

Q Fast and easy commissioning.

Q Easily expandable to 32 zones without
large outlay or onsite works.

Q Simple and easy to use.
Q Individual room control.

Q Free apps, no follow-up costs such
as monthly subscription fees.

Q Suitable for all heating types – radiators,
electric, underﬂoor, heatpumps, radiant panel.

Q Very simple to retroﬁt with little or no set
up costs or disruption.

The Controls Centre,
4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 - 452 2355/452 2229 Fax: 01 - 451 6919
email: info@manotherm.ie

www.manotherm.ie
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M&ECA and ACEI
show route forward
with joint conference
The ACEI and M&ECA set the template for
future industry collaboration recently with the
format of their inaugural joint conference on
building services in Killarney. The programme
was dynamic and innovative, with the entire
event designed to facilitate and encourage
networking, and the sharing of ideas and
opinions.
The event was over-subscribed with
100-plus delegates representing senior
management from leading Irish-based
contractors and consulting engineers
participating. The presentations and
discussion sessions covered everything
from developments in building
performance through to the process of
design and innovation, and ultimately
the delivery of quality projects, efﬁciently
and cost-effectively.
The proceedings began at mid-day
with registration, networking and a light
lunch before Greg Hayden, ACEI and
Ethos Engineering, gave the opening
address after an introduction by Jim
Curley, M&ECA and Jones Engineering.
Meeting Clients’ Expectations – A Public
Sector Client’s Perspective was the topic
of Jim O’Sullivan’s presentation. Jim is
Assistant Chief Engineer for M&E, OPW
and he gave a very honest appraisal
of the difﬁculties the OPW has in
engaging with consulting engineers
and contractors. His detailed analysis
highlighted the key challenges, but
also included the positives that could
be built on. He acknowledged that
while the engagement process can
be sophisticated and convoluted, the
objective must be to make it simple.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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Changing Dynamics and the Private
Sector Delivery Process was the topic
addressed by Denis Browne, EU Regional
Data Centre Lead, Google. Denis
reﬂected many of the sentiments Jim
had expressed, but perhaps in a more
direct, “no holds barred” manner. He was
critical of the lack of pride in the sector,
the limitations with the learning/teaching

processes, and the failure of the industry
to listen to, and value, the opinions and
views of crafts people. He challenged
those present to devise a more efﬁcient
delivery model, particularly in the data
centre arena.
Other topics and speakers featured
included The BIM Challenge by Darragh
Canning, Arup; Achieving Compliance
under the New Regime by Brian
Kavanagh, Garland; Preparing for NZEB
– The Energy Debate by Chris Hughes,
SEAI; and Advancements in Energy Storage
Technology by Neil Primrose, Eaton.
The conference was followed by a
reception and gala dinner in the Killarney
Plaza Hotel that evening at which
the networking and sharing of ideas
continued well into the early hours.
This inaugural event was a major
success on the day but, what’s more
important is that it has kick-started a
process that will contribute enormously
to the future well-being of the industry.
A benchmark has been set for an honest
appraisal of the current delivery model
and it is the responsibility of all parties –
clients, consultants and contractors – to
build on this. Roll on the next event. Q

Sean Downey, Director, Specialist Contracting, CIF with Michael Kennedy, Suir Engineering and
President, ECA and Greg Hayden, Ethos Engineering and ACEI.
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Sirus Building
Engineering
Scholarship at DIT
DIT’s Bachelor of Engineering in Building
Engineering is a unique course designed to
attract students to ﬁll the strong industry
demand for building engineering graduates.
Ciara Ahern, the Head of
Building Engineering in
DIT says: “The buildings in
which we spend 90% of
our time are responsible for
about half of global energy
use. Society urgently needs
building engineers to help
realise our ambitious climate
change targets for our built
environment.”
DIT and Sirus have joined
forces to introduce the
inaugural Sirus Scholarship in
Building Engineering 2017. The
scholarship was established
with James Byrne, a DIT
graduate and his colleague
Frank Caul, who joined
forces in 1989 to form the
very successful Sirus Group. It
employs approximately 100
people, many of them building
engineering student graduates
from DIT, and operates across
Ireland and mainland Europe.
The Sirus team specialises in
the control and management
of building systems across
a diverse range of sectors
including industry, education,
retail, hospitality, healthcare,
life sciences, data centres
and airports. “Sirus is always
looking for good people”, says
Frank Caul, “and we prefer to
employ the graduates from
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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Building Engineering in DIT as
they are able to hit the ground
running and contribute to
the company quickly. These
graduates invariably climb the
career ladder very quickly.”
The two talented students
awarded this year’s Sirus
Scholarship are Zoe Elliott, from
Newtownmountkenndy, Co
Wicklow and Pauric O’Connell,
from Virginia in Cavan. Both
are third-year students of
Bachelor of Engineering (Hons)
in Building Engineering (Course
code: DT026) at DIT.
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DIT has an open access
policy to education and allows
students access the system
at apprenticeship level, and
without honours maths. “If
you want in, there is a way
in”, says Ciara Ahern. “Some
of our best students are
those who access the system
at apprenticeship level and
ordinary degree level”.

“Stick-with-it” attitude
James Byrne is an excellent
example of this, starting off
his career as an apprentice
plumber in DIT. “This is why we
set up the scholarship based
on the attributes of grit and
perseverance, rather than
academic merit”, says James.
“At the end of the day it is a
‘stick-with-it’ attitude that
gets you through tough times
in education, business and in
life in general.”
To support the initiative
Sirus also donated a stateof-the-art recirculating air
conditioning teaching system
to the college which DIT is
excited to put into use. Q

Frank Caul, Managing Director of Sirus with scholarship winners Zoe Elliott and Pauric
O’Connell, and James Byrne, Chief Executive Ofﬁcer, Sirus.
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Indoor comfort also
means superior
aesthetics!

Today, more than ever, building owners – and
consequently specifying consulting engineers and
mechanical contractors – realise that indoor comfort is
not just about air quality and temperature control, but
also about creating low-noise comfortable environments.
Creating solutions that meet all of these criteria is a major
challenge but one that Lindab Ireland can fulfil thanks to its
top-quality Caice fan coil units and innovative Koolair grilles
and diffusers range.
Lindab Ireland brings the benefits and strengths of the
vast resources of Lindab Group to bear when devising
project solutions, and complements them with engineering
input from its own team to ensure they are tailored for
climatic conditions in Ireland.
Integral to all solutions developed is performance
excellence, energy efficiency, long life cycle and critically,
low noise. This is often neglected by other solutions
providers but something that Lindab regards as essential
when creating the perfect indoor comfort zone.

Lindab Fire Damper Range
Lindab Protect is our range of ventilation ﬁre protection
systems offering greater safety in ventilation systems.
Solutions which we have
developed in order to protect
property – and save lives. Our
range of Fire Smoke Dampers
is fully certiﬁed to EN15650,
EN1366-2,EN-13501-2,
EN10294-4 & EN1751. We have a
CIBSE certiﬁed CPD available.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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Lindab Ireland is part of the highly-acclaimed
Lindab Group that develops, manufactures,
markets and distributes products and system
solutions for ventilation and HVAC industries

Lindab Koolair Partnership
The Koolair Group specialises in the manufacture of air
diffusion and distribution products and is renowned for
the design, development and innovation of its extensive
product ranges. The partnership between Lindab Ireland
and Koolair utilises these resources and has resulted
in an innovative range of diffusers designed speciﬁcally
for the Irish market. These are all tested and veriﬁed
for performance and regulatory compliance at the R&D
and innovation laboratory at Koolair Headquarters.
A typical example of the pioneering products within the
range is the DFRA-OV-PR adjustable blade swirl diffuser
with hinged perforated face. The 1200mm x 300mm
face is highly aesthetic and perfectly matches the
supply and return diffuser models. It functions with
a high induction rate which results in lower velocities
in the occupied zone but with high unit ﬂowrates.

www.lindab.com
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Lindab Delivers Ultra-quiet Fan Coil Units
Caice is an award-winning manufacturer of quiet, energy efﬁcient attenuators and fan
coil units. Its powerful fan coil units provide air-conditioning for ofﬁces, hotel rooms and
residential apartments, the ﬂexible modular design allowing components to be added to
suit speciﬁc project requirements. An added advantage is the compact construction which
makes it ideal for installation within
ceiling or ﬂoor voids.
Features and beneﬁts include:
• Modular concept allowing for easy
design redevelopment, integrated
attenuator options;
• Low installation heights;
• Noise levels as low as NR25,
guaranteed acoustic performance;
• 0-10V inﬁnitely variable controller
on EC models;
• Optional Trend controllers and
PICV valves;
• BMS compatible;
• Published test data to BS 4856;
• BIM models available for
entire range.

Koolair DFRA-C Swirl Diffuser
The Koolair DFRA-C ﬁxed
blade swirl diffuser,
complete with Coanda
plate, is a popular option
for exposed ceiling
applications.

45

Lindab Design
Support
Koolair has an advanced, modern
set of web-based programmes
that can be used to select models,
verify velocities, temperature
gradients and air distribution
patterns for its entire portfolio.
These include the following:

Quick Selection Table
Quick product selection software
Komfortair 3D
Air to air product selection
software with 3D ﬁgures
Komfortair-water
Air to water product selection
software

The overall collection
of swirl diffusers, grilles
and bespoke air
terminals is ideally
complemented by
thermally adjustable
diffusers that can be
installed in heights up
to 12m, with airﬂows up to 1 m3/s. There is also a variety of linear slot diffusers with adjustable
throws, curved and continuous lengths that can be integrated into any ceiling type.

Lindab Ireland,
Unit 2B, Nangor Road Business Park,
Nangor Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 – 456 8200
Email: sales@lindab.ie
www.lindab.com
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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NEW ASHRAE CHAPTER AND
THREE NEW IRISH ASHRAE
STUDENT BRANCHES
ASHRAE President, Professor Bjarne Olesen, visited
Ireland recently to ofﬁcially inaugurate the new
Chapter and give his presidential address to
members and delegates at Engineers Ireland.
There were also presentations
from Region XIV DRC Costas Balaras,
CIBSE Vice-President Kevin Kelly, and
Engineers Ireland Chair for the Energy
and Environment Division.
With the assistance of a generous
student fund from Daikin Ireland to

support students in their studies, three
new ASHRAE student branches have
been formed in Ireland. Professor
Olesen and Dr Balaras joined the
ASHRAE board, students and staff to
inaugurate two of the new branches
at University College Dublin and the
Dublin Institute of Technology.
ASHRAE Past President Tom Watson
also visited Ireland recently to meet
with the students at the Cork Institute
of Technology where he inaugurated
another ASHRAE Student Branch. This
was followed with presentations on
refrigeration from Tom and Seamus
Kerr of The Institute of Refrigeration
Ireland.Q

ASHRAE Ireland President Dr Simeon
Oxizidis, President Elect, Dr Donal Finn,
Secretary, Dr Daniel Coakley and Region
XIV DRC Dr Costas Balaras.

Seamus Kerr, President of Institute of
Refrigeration Ireland.

ASHRAE President Professor Bjarne Olesen

Inauguration of the ASHRAE Student Branch at Dublin Institute of Technology.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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Optivent Ultra –
innovative solution
for DCV for indoor air
quality and comfort
®

Today people spend over 90% of their time
indoors in buildings that are becoming more
and more airtight to reduce energy consumption.
This means well planned ventilation and indoor
air quality is more important than ever before,
not just for comfort reasons, but also to enable
people to perform to their best, to get well
sooner in hospital and to be more productive
at work.
For instance, increasing fresh air
rates from 12 l/s to 24 l/s per person
has shown to reduce short-term sick
leave by 35%.
FläktGroup’s Optivent® is a trusted
line of VAV dampers that have
been optimised with the latest
cutting-edge innovation to tackle

this challenge. With advanced
airﬂow analysis based on ultrasound
technology, the new Optivent® Ultra
heralds a new dawn for demand
controlled ventilation (DCV). It is a
landmark innovation that eliminates
the traditional problems such as
noise, turbulence and pressure
drops in the airﬂow that beset VAV

FläktGroup Optivent® is a trusted line of VAV dampers that have been optimised with
the latest cutting-edge innovation.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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dampers. Dust build-up affecting
measuring precision, contaminating
the air and requiring maintenance is
also addressed.
A demand-controlled ventilation
(DCV) system detects momentary
demand on ventilation and adapts
to provide what’s needed – no more,
no less. Doing so requires precision
and ﬂexibility from both system and
components. Optivent® Ultra as a
variable air volume damper ﬁts at
the heart of any DCV system, adding
further comfort beneﬁts to the
installation.
Unique to Optivent® Ultra it that
it has adapted ultrasound to analyse
the airﬂow inside a ventilation duct.
Precise sensors and algorithms give a
very detailed image of the air stream
by studying how sound waves are
affected by the moving air.
Measuring airﬂow in the system
by means of ultrasound is more
precise than traditional pressure
sensors. Over time these collect
dust and that build-up affects both
precision and pressure drop, causing
unnecessary energy costs. It also
calls for more maintenance. Without
physical sensors, ultrasound lowers
this maintenance cost too. Moreover,
when ductwork is brushed for
regular cleaning, ultrasound sensors
are completely unaffected.
Employing demand-controlled
ventilation is a smart way to save
energy and deliver excellent indoor
air quality. When air is adapted to
supply momentary demand in this
way, energy can be saved without
any sacriﬁce.
The trick is to sense demand in
temperature and CO2 levels and to
adapt the ventilation accordingly.
This is precisely what Optivent®
Ultra does.
Contact: Gavin Power,
Sales Manager, Flakt Woods Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 463 4600;
Mobile: 086 – 826 3058;
email: gavin.power@ﬂaktgroup.com
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Premium PAC range
from Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI)
has introduced a new and improved
premium 4-6 HP outdoor unit PAC
range to the Irish market.
Traditionally for commercial
applications, the PAC single-split
and multi-split combines up to
four matching indoor units with
a single outdoor unit and can be
simultaneously operated with a
single remote control.
The new highly-efﬁcient
technology, combined with longer
piping, contributes towards vast
energy saving and environmental
protection.

The new outdoor units provide a
price-competitive solution and show

PAC is now compatible with the recentlyintroduced SRK-ZR-S.

Low outdoor unit noise levels and increased height differences
between outdoor and indoor unit of up to 50m make the
updated range a great ﬁt for many different applications

excellent improved cooling and
heating capacities of up to 15.5kW,
with nominal heating capacity for
the 14kW outdoor unit.
With its industry-leading small
unit size, the single-fan outdoor
units are very easy to transport and
install. Low outdoor unit noise levels
and increased height differences
between the outdoor and indoor
unit of up to 50m make the updated
range a great ﬁt for many different
applications where space and
installation ﬂexibility is of the essence.
With a vast amount of different
indoor units available and a new

connection for the recentlyintroduced 10kW MHI SRK wallmounted unit, the number of
possible applications is greatly
increased.

Key features
• Keep compact size up to 6HP
• Higher seasonal efﬁciency
• Small height for easy
installation: H: 845mm x
W: 970mm x D: 370mm
• Now compatible with SRK-ZS-R.

Model FDC100-140VSA from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries’
premium 4-6 HP outdoor unit PAC range.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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In addition, the new premium
inverter FDC-VSA range boasts
higher seasonal efﬁciencies than
the previous model and is already
meeting the strict European
Minimum Energy Performance
Standard (MEPS) levels for 2021, with
many indoor/outdoor combinations
reaching A++ energy ratings in
cooling mode.
Contact: Michael Clancy
(087 – 262 0701) or
Graham McCann (087 – 950 9402),
Diamond Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 – 636 3131; email: info@
diamondair.ie; www.diamondair.ie Q
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Ferrari proves perfect
complement to the S&P
ventilation portfolio
Further to the acquisition of Ferrari Ventilatori Company
by Soler & Palau Ventilation Group last year, S&P Ireland
Ventilation Systems has seen its market penetration grow
signiﬁcantly on foot of the extended and complementary
nature of the Ferrari product range. That trend is set to
continue thanks to new marketing initiatives from the company,
including publication of its latest 550-page Industrial Process
Fans catalogue, copies of which are now freely available.
“Ferrari has proved the perfect
complement to the Soler & Palau
Ventilation Group product range”, says
Robert Holmes, Managing Director
of S&P Ireland Ventilation Systems,
“and has strengthened our marketleading position as a major supplier
of ventilation system solutions for
residential, commercial, industrial and
infrastructure applications.”
The Ferrari range of industrial
fans includes direct and belt-driven
centrifugal fans, plug-fans, axial fans,
blower fans, in-line fans and duct fans.
Ferrari also offers a comprehensive
range of commercial and domestic fan
products suitable for cooling, heating
and ventilation in HVAC and industrial
process markets, for clean air and dirty
air or particulate. They can be used as
blowers, exhaust fans, forced draught
fans or induced draught fans.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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In addition, Ferrari specialises in ATEX
fans for petro-chemical markets (ATEX
Certiﬁed) where there is an explosion
risk. Fans conform to 2014/34/EU
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(ATEX) and are suitable for Zones 1
and 2 gas and Zones 21 and 22 dust
applications.
Certiﬁcation is important across all
areas of application and Ferrari has
approvals for high-temperature smoke
extract fans for both smoke and fume
extract applications (EN12101-3
certiﬁed). The centrifugal fans are
certiﬁed as dual purpose fans (normal
running temperature and 400ºC for
two hours).
Ferrari uses aerofoil technology in its
impeller-blade design to provide highefﬁciency fans which absorb
lower levels of power and provide
quiet running noise levels. In
accordance with the EU Directive
640/2009, effective 1 January 2017,
all motors from 0.75kW to 375kW
have to be IE-3 or IE2+inverter. As
standard Ferrari goes down to
0.18kW with IE-3 rating and
offers IE-4 as an option.
In-house production of all fan
components and accessories is
compliant with ISO 9001, ISO 14000
and OHSAS 18000 integrated system
– both centrifugal and axial – and this
guarantees a high level of product
quality. Furthermore, many of the
production processes are certiﬁed
compliant with the most demanding
international standards.
Full details of the entire industrial
process fan range are contained in
the comprehensive new 550-page
catalogue, copies of which are freely
available.
Contact: S&P Ireland Ventilation
Systems. Tel: 01 – 412 4020;
email: sales.ie@solerpalau.com;
www.solerpalau.ie Q
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PROJECT PROFILE

HTS DELIVERS UNIQUE
SOLUTION FOR NATIONAL
CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
Hospital Technical Systems (HTS) recently completed
delivery of a bespoke packaged plantroom to a corner
site for the National Childrens’ Hospital at St James’s
in Dublin. Although offsite fabrication is nothing
new, this plantroom is unique in a number of ways.
It houses medical gas equipment, is a GRP two-part
construction, and is BCAR compliant.

Project Details;
• Project: National Children’s
Hospital Enabling Works
• Specialist Medical Gases:
Hospital Technical Systems
• Mechanical Contractor:
Jones Engineering
• Consultants: Arup
• Main Contractor: BAM
Packaged plant rooms are normally

One of the two parts of the
plantroom enclosure being
dropped on site.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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associated with boilers, headers and water
services, whereas this plantroom houses
quality medical gas equipment including
compressors and buffer equipment
generating medical air, nitrogen and
vacuum for the hospital.
The unit was manufactured in Wales
and is a GRP construction. Walls are
insulated and ﬁre-rated to an agreed
speciﬁcation. There are two fans in
the roof of the plantroom – one
supplies air into the plantroom while
the other is set for extraction of air
if the plantroom becomes too warm.
It also has acoustic lining to help
minimise sound produced by the
plant during operation.
Due to the BCAR compliance
requirement, the project team visited
the factory on two stages of the build
to insure standards and speciﬁcations
were upheld.
The size and footprint of the unit
meant delivery was in two parts with
ﬁnal assembly onsite. Medical plant
equipment was installed just before
the second half of the plantroom was
52
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B

A

C
Images A through to E (above and right) show the different constituent elements of the
packaged plantroom during and after ﬁt-out.

dropped into position. Final assembly
took just two days onsite, after which
HTS began piping and connecting up
plant.
The medical air 7-bar system is a
new quadruplex medical air plant with
two receivers. It is also HTM 02-01
compliant. Two of the four pumps
connected to the plant operate as
“primary” supply while the other two
are the “secondary” supply. The plant
rotates the pumps in relation to use.
All plant was commissioned by trained
HTS personnel and the plantroom has
since been handed over to the hospital
and is in full operation.
Project manager, Stephen Lavelle
stated: “The plantroom presented a

unique challenge on a number of
levels but the onsite coordination and
ﬁnal delivery was excellent due to a
coordinated team effort.”
Director, David Doherty added:
“We are delighted with the ﬁnished
plantroom. It is just one element of the
project but is key in providing medical
gases to existing and future patients.”
Hospital Technical Systems offer
design, supply and install of medical
gases, plant and equipment to the
hospital, pharma, food and educational
sectors. Established in 1990, its
headquarters are in Dublin and it
provides nationwide supply, installation
and commissioning, along with a
24-hour call out service. Q

D

E

Exterior view of the ﬁnished plantroom as it sits on site.
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Frankfurt am Main
18 to 23 March 2018

‘Smartiﬁcation’ the only solution
Light + Building is the world‘s leading trade fair for
lighting, lighting design, and intelligent building services
technology. It is also a platform for the digital revolution
in buildings. Every two years Light + Building addresses
the themes and trends of tomorrow, and these will be
prominently featured at the next event in Frankfurt on
18 to 23 March 2018.
Current and future challenges posed by the growing
demand for energy and climate-protection objectives can
only be met with intelligent construction and building
services solutions. The primary focus is on the reduction
of CO2 emissions and greater efﬁciency.

Electrical engineering

Light

In devising these solutions a forward-looking, futureprooﬁng approach is essential because of the rapid and
constantly-changing pace of technology developments.
Traditional planning and construction processes must also
be reviewed, and indeed revised/discarded, in favour of the
adoption of initiatives such as BIM.
The smart city – the networked and intelligent city – is
the solution for urbanisation problems. Through the use of
digital technologies, cities will become smarter, more
efﬁcient and more sustainable. The infrastructure, buildings
and services must be modernised using solutions for the
internet of things (IoT).
The IoT is penetrating all sectors. Thus, smart homes
(digitalisation and networking in private dwellings) and smart
buildings (automation and the central operation of technical
facilities from dedicated buildings) are important parts of
the internet of things. Common to both is that intelligent
building-services technology solutions are increasingly
software dependent.
Smart living – the digitalisation and interlinkage of
different aspects of life – is another cog in the system of
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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tomorrow’s intelligent living and working environments.
Smart living is not only of interest to the younger generation.
Given the process of demographic change and the
growing number of single households, it is also of growing
signiﬁcance for older people. Thanks to intelligent technology,
they now have the chance to remain independent longer.
Whether smart homes, smart buildings, smart living or
smart cities, “smartiﬁcation” is a never-ending process
that changes all aspects of life. Smart solutions ensure that
buildings become an integral part of the internet of things.
Light + Building 2018 will be dominated by smart solutions
with the world’s leading suppliers of lighting, electrical
technology and house and building automation showing
market-ready, intelligent solutions for a smarter world.
Venue: Frankfurt am Main. Dates: 18 to 23 March 2018.
See also www.light-building.messefrankfurt.com Q

Home and building automation
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Q LIGHTING

LIGHTING UP DIGITAL
ENGINEERING
Digital Engineering is rapidly gaining recognition as
the container phrase for BIM, digital tools, industrial
revolution 4.0 and all the “smart” related work like
smart buildings, smart cities, etc. As such, it is easy to
get carried away with all the possibilities, the “whatifs” of new technologies, new ways of working, and
forget that to be able to do that, we have to change
our “business as usual” thinking, writes Carl Collins,
Digital Engineering Consultant.
Construction has been slowly
progressing throughout the centuries,
especially with the advent of new tools
to design and create new buildings and
infrastructure, but if we had a timemachine and could transport a builder
from say, Roman times, I think that
builder would be more shocked about
what we are wearing than how we
are building.
Other market sectors have been far
more receptive to change and have
accelerated away from construction
in terms of efﬁciency, and hence
proﬁtability. How has this happened
and why have we let it? I personally
think that there are two things
at play here:
• Everything we construct is bespoke;
• We are too used to the magnitude
of cost for construction.
There is nothing wrong with bespoke
construction. Each building, however
similar it may seem on the outside, will
be unique in terms of the underlying
geology, the building orientation, etc.
So, let’s not worry about that, but
determine that we can make unique
projects using standard processes and
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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Carl Collins, Digital Engineering
Consultant, began using CAD in 1983
with the ﬁrst commercial release of
AutoCad with experience in Electro-Optic
Instrument systems, having studied and
practiced as a mechanical design engineer.
As well as being highly conversant with
document control, QEMS and IT systems,
Carl is an experienced user and manager
of AutoDesk products, including AutoCad
and Revit.
Carl has been BIM Leader and Pioneer
for Arup Associates, and Global Content
Leader for Arup for over 12 years. He
has also worked with various standards
institutions, writing the standards that
support BIM in the UK and internationally,
and is currently a Digital Engineering
Consultant to CIBSE and the Landscape
Institute.

work say, and they boil down to design,
specify, build and operate.
approaches. It is the cost factor that
needs to be tackled.
I’m not going to try and sort out all
the woes of our great industry in a
single article, so let’s look at one part
of it and see what we can do there. I’m
going to start with light and lighting, for
the sole reason that I am working with
the Society of Light and Lighting on a
Lighting Knowledge Series: LightBytes
Roadshow right now, so it is front and
centre in my brain.
To my mind there are four stages that
we go through with any constructed
project, despite what the various plans of

Design
The design process requires human
intervention for the innovation, art
and stylistic concepts, but much of a
designer’s time is spent doing repeated
calculation, scheduling and drawing
(or modelling). Much of this can be
automated so let’s look at a simple
lighting-based example.
We can machine-harvest required
lux levels from room data sheets and,
where this is not speciﬁed, from standard
tables, such as those in the CIBSE Guide
A or the SLL Code for Lighting. This may
look similar to Figure 1.
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Figure 1 – Table of lux levels

This data can then be associated with
particular rooms within your model and
automatically create the Concept Design
deliverables, such as that shown in
Figure 2.
This is but one example of what the
machines can do for us in the design
phase. Other things may be automated
circuit referencing, displaying electrical
phases on views of the model, and many
other things too. My ﬁrst thought when
a process is boring is that there is likely
to be a way of automating it, freeing up
my time to do more interesting things.
Specify
Speciﬁcation of actual products to be
procured and installed is a complex
process, made more complex by the

Figure 2 – Concept Design deliverable
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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nature of relationships between the
parties. The consulting engineer will
want one thing, the contractor another
(possibly cheaper) thing, and the
manufacturer something else. All of this
very often avoids asking the client what
they actually want.
The “great metric of our time” has
been the price of a product, but this is a
very simple and crude way of measuring
the worth of something. There is far
more to a product than its price … it
has running costs, maintenance costs,
replacement costs and end-of-life costs
associated with the WEEE Directive. All
of these are not (usually) part of the
price, but are part of the cost, and yet
we still haven’t considered the other
value that a product can bring.

Let’s consider our lighting design
again. Does the luminaire that the
consultant wants to use have a
particular Colour Rendering Index (CRI)
that is important to the way the design
works? How can the contractor know all
the important variables that are required
by the design and meaningfully compare
the products available?
This is where standard forms of data
exchange become useful. If all the
luminaires are described in a similar
way, then a machine can compare them
using any metric that the designer thinks
important and the contractor can
purchase the right ﬁtting for the right
price (and cost!).
We can achieve this using Product
Data Templates, as depicted in
Figure 3.
Build
The process of construction is second
only in order of cost magnitude
to operating a building or other
constructed asset. So, this needs to be
done right, or there will be time and
cost overruns (when has that ever
happened in a construction project?).
The issues that commonly face
contractors are “wrong stuff”, “wrong
time”, “wrong place”. So, how can we
look at what we need, and where and
when it is needed? Again, technology
can come to our aid here. We can use
our design models to create a timeline of what needs to happen before
other things can happen. Our industry
has actually been pretty good at doing
this over the years, using Gantt charts
to map out the required progress, but
this chart was usually separate from
the design and construction process. It
couldn’t map the exact design or leadin times, so the data was good, but
not great.
Also, the actual act of construction
was done for the ﬁrst time on the
project itself, there was very rarely any
rehearsal. With digital tools we can
now see what we are building, as it will
look when built, and practice the stages
we need to go through to get there.
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This view of the ﬁnished article is just
another view of the data we have been
creating, so it will always be correct.
In FIgure 4 we can see where the
luminaires will be positioned, we can

Figure 3 – Product Data Template

Figure 4 – Cartoon view of design

Figure 5 – Rendered view of design
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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see that they are mounted in the false
ceiling, so we can see instantly that the
ceiling needs to be in place before we
can install them.
In Figure 5 we can see the effect that

55

the luminaires will have on the space. It
is simply another view of the same data
that exists in the drawings and in the
luminaire schedule.
Operate
The operation of a constructed
asset is the costliest process in its
existence, yet our industry has been
very poor at providing the information
that the users of the asset require to
run it effectively.
Consider the very simple lighting
design we have been looking at so far.
How will the users of this meeting room
use the lighting? Often there will be a
control panel (scene selector or bank of
light switches) for the users to operate
the lights. On the assumption that the
system does not have daylight linking,
has anyone told them that during
daylight hours you should turn the
ones by the window off, as the natural
daylight will be sufﬁcient?
Has anyone labelled the lighting
controls with what they are there for, or
do we have a bank of buttons that give
no clue? The user will then try all the
combinations until they ﬁnd what they
want, or just turn them all on,
as that is quicker.
Part of the digital revolution in
construction is “Soft Landings”, which
is intended to give some training and
feedback to the users of the space on
how to use it and inhabit it. Thus armed,
they can use it as it was designed and
constructed, which in turn will help
produce results that are more akin to
the designer’s vision, and help to close
the energy gap.
Conclusion
In this article I have looked at lighting,
which is just one aspect of the design,
construct and inhabit process that all
construction projects go through. This
hopefully has shown us that there are
many possibilities to remove the boring
jobs and, at the same time, provide our
clients with a better service.
Now go forth and digitise! Q
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Container living

MUSINGS
of

Engineering

Tim

Beware ‘Rapid Build’

Fire safety audits commissioned by the
Department of Education have
uncovered items which need to be
addressed to bring some of the “Rapid
Build” schools up to the correct
standard. The Rapid Build Schools
construction programme in 2008
delivered badly-needed schools in an
accelerated timeframe. However, it
now seems that fast-tracking design
and construction can introduce risks
which may outweigh the beneﬁts.
Apart from the economic cost of
rectifying the problems later, and the
cost of investigating and designing
solutions to the problems, the reality is
that students are occupying buildings
at a time when those buildings are not
up to standard. Look out for the words
“Rapid” or “Fast Track” in future
development proposals.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss6/1
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Living in a box is just what 1,000 students have been doing in Wenckehof
Copenhagen. The student village was constructed in 2006 using “up-cycled”
containers. The US Army corps has used container villages to house
thousands of personnel
in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Is this the solution to
Irelands housing crisis?
Quick to deliver, using offsite assembly, rapidly
re-locatable … what’s
not to like?
Well I suppose the
external view of a
container is really the
“what’s not to like” part.
We all have a vision of
rusted steel containers
on wharves and even on
building sites. But lets face it, those building site containers often provide
comfortable ofﬁce and canteen locations on those sites. A decent coat of
paint outside and maybe this is the future. Now all we need is a mind-set
change to adapt this rapid solution to Ireland.

Athena Swans and WiBSE

We are being engulfed by acronyms guiding the women in engineering
initiatives. The Athena SWAN Charter was established “to encourage and
recognise commitment to advancing the careers of women in science,
technology”. The SWAN part is from the Scientiﬁc Women’s Academic
Network. Athena Swan has been embraced by most
of Ireland’s third level colleges.
CIBSE Ireland has also embraced the challenge by
forming a women in building services engineering
group (WiBSE) which will follow the format established
by CIBSE UK. The group will support and encourage women joining, working,
staying and progressing in the building services industry.
It’s getting difﬁcult to remember what all the acronyms mean, but the result
should be a greater presence of women in the building services industry,
which will be a welcome boost for all.

It will do, sure it’s only
temporary!

Young and enthusiastic contractors
will rise to the challenge and deliver
whatever is required with surprising
haste. Older experienced hands will
stop to recall that “temporary”
doesn’t have a time limit speciﬁed.
Sure wasn’t the Eiffel Tower a
temporary construction for the World
Fair in Paris 1889 … never mind
London’s Millennium Wheel.
The problem with engineering even
temporary constructions is that

engineering calculations need deﬁned
dates and timelines. This allows
engineers to evaluate the expected
stresses and strains on the installation
over a particular timeline, and then to
design and specify suitable materials
and solutions.
But Ireland is falling in love with
temporary constructions. Temporary is
quick, costs less, and is easier to get
planning permission for. Only time
will tell what standards these
temporary installations were designed
and constructed to.
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Three colour options …
… from the ZS Premium Series ac units
by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

•

Unique contoured styling

•

Pre-set operation

•

Energy-saving performance

•

Increased max piping length

•

Noise level down to 19dB(A)

•

Optional Wi-Fi control

•

High seasonal efﬁciency

•

Weekly timer function

•

High COP levels

•

Improved cool/heat auto changer
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CONTROL YOUR
COMFORT AND
SAVE AS NEVER
BEFORE

For total comfort and real savings at home, choose the
Aquarea H Generation with Smart Cloud
· Top class energy efﬁciency of A++ at 55°C
(A+++ at 35°C with system label)
· Reduced installation time and costs
· All in One with 2 zones control
· Maintenance free and stainless steel tank
A++
ErP 55°C

A
35°C SYSTEM LABEL

A
DHW 55°C

–28°C
CONSTANT HEATING
AT –20°C

T-CAP

5,00
COP

HIGH PERFORMANCE

5

YEARS

COMPRESSOR
WARRANTY

www.aircon.panasonic.ie
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